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Geography (Earth’s features & atmosphere, and the human activity related to them) 8s 

A 

AARDVARK AAADKRRV African mammal [n -S] 

AARDWOLF AADFLORW African mammal [n -LVES] 

ABELMOSK ABEKLMOS tropical herb [n -S] 

AFFLUENT AEFFLNTU stream that flows into another [n -S] 

AGALLOCH AACGHLLO fragrant wood of tropical tree [n -S] 

AGALWOOD AADGLOOW agalloch (fragrant wood of tropical tree) [n -S] 

AGRARIAN AAAGINRR one who favors equal distribution of land [n -S] 

AGRESTIC ACEIGRST rural [adj] 

AGROLOGY AGGLOORY science of soils in relation to crops [n -GIES] 

AGRONOMY AGMNOORY application of scientific principles to cultivation of land [n MIES]  

AGUACATE AAACEGTU avocado (edible fruit of tropical tree) [n -S] 

AIGUILLE AEGIILLU sharp, pointed mountain peak [n -S] 

AIRDROME ADEIMORR airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

AIRFIELD ADEFIILR airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

AIRSPACE AACEIPRS portion of atmosphere above particular land area [n -S] 

AIRSTRIP AIIPRRST runway (landing and takeoff strip for aircraft) [n -S] 

ALBIZZIA AABIILZZ albizia (tropical tree) [n -S] 

ALFAQUIN AAFILNQU alfaqui (teacher of Muslim law) [n -S] 

ALGORISM AGILMORS  Arabic system of arithmetic notation [n -S] 

ALGUACIL AACGILLU constable in Spanish-speaking country [n -S] 

ALGUAZIL AAGILLUZ alguacil (constable in Spanish-speaking country) [n -S] 

ALIENAGE AAEEGILN state of being foreign (situated outside place or country) [n -S] 

ALIENISM AEIILMNS alienage (state of being foreign (situated outside place or country)) [n -S] 

ALLODIUM ADILLMOU land held in absolute ownership [n -IA] 

ALLSPICE ACEILLPS tropical tree [n -S] 

ALLUVIAL AAILLLUV soil composed of alluvium [n -S] 

ALLUVION AILLNOUV alluvium (detrital material deposited by running water) [n -S] 

ALLUVIUM AILLMUUV detrital material deposited by running water [n -S, -IA] 

ALPINELY AEILLNPY in lofty (extending high in air) manner [adv] 

ALPINISM AIILMNPS mountain climbing [n -S] 

ALPINIST AIILNPST mountain climber [n -S] 

AMADAVAT AAAADMTV Asian songbird [n -S] 

AMBARIES AABEIMRS AMBARY, East Indian plant [n] 

AMBROSIA AABIMORS food of Greek and Roman gods [n -S] 

AMORETTO AEMOORTT cupid (naked, winged representation of Roman god of love) [n -TTI, -S] 

AMYGDALE AADEGLMY amygdule (small gas bubble in lava) [n -S] 

AMYGDULE ADEGLMUY small gas bubble in lava [n -S] 

ANDESITE ADEEINST volcanic rock [n -S] 

ANDESYTE ADEENSTY andesite (volcanic rock) [n -S] 

ANTHEMIA AAEHIMNT decorative floral patterns used in Greek art [n ANTHEMIA] 

ANTIPODE ADEINOPT exact opposite [n -S] 

ANTIPOLE AEILNOPT opposite pole [n -S] 

APHANITE AAEHINPT igneous rock [n -S] 

APPANAGE AAAEGNPP land or revenue granted to member of royal family [n -S] 
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AQUEDUCT ACDEQTUU water conduit [n -S] 

ARAHUANA AAAAHNRU arowana (tropical fish) [n -S]  

ARAPAIMA  AAAAIMPR large food fish (Tupi) [n -S] 

ARCADIAN AAACDINR one who lives in arcadia [n -S] 

ARCHDUKE ACDEHKRU Austrian prince [n -S] 

ARIDNESS ADEINRSS aridity (state of being arid (extremely dry)) [n -ES] 

ARMAGNAC AAACGMNR French brandy [n -S] 

ARTESIAN AAEINRST pertaining to type of well [adj] 

ASHTANGA AAAGHNST type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines) [n -S] 

ASPERGES AEEGPRSS Roman Catholic rite [n ASPERGES] 

ASSIGNAT AAGINSST one of notes issued as currency by French revolutionary government [n -S] 

ASTHANGA AAAGHNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ATAMASCO AAACMOST flowering plant (Powhatan) [n -S] 

ATHELING AEGHILNT Anglo-Saxon prince or nobleman [n -S] 

AUSPICES ACEIPSSU AUSPEX, soothsayer of ancient Rome [n] 

AUTOBAHN AABHNOTU German superhighway [n -EN, -S] 

AYURVEDA AADERUVY Hindu system of medicine [n -S]  

 

Geography (Earth’s features & atmosphere, and the human activity related to them) 8s 

B 

BAASKAAP AAAABKPS baaskap (policy of domination by white people in South Africa) [n -S] 

BAASSKAP AAABKPSS baaskap (policy of domination by white people in South Africa) [n -S] 

BACKLAND AABCDKLN region remote from cities [n -S] 

BACKRUSH ABCHKRSU seaward return of water from wave [n -ES] 

BAIDARKA AAABDIKR bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n -S] 

BANKSIDE ABDEIKNS slope of river bank [n -S] 

BARBASCO AABBCORS tropical tree [n -ES, -S] 

BARRANCA AAABCNRR steep ravine [n -S] 

BARRANCO AABCNORR barranca (steep ravine) [n -S] 

BASILICA AABCIILS ancient Roman building [n -E, -S] 

BASSETED ABDEESST BASSET, to outcrop (to protrude above soil) [v] 

BAUHINIA AABHIINU small tropical tree [n -S] 

BAYFRONT ABFNORTY shoreline of bay (inlet of sea) [n -S] 

BEACHIER ABCEEHIR BEACHY, sandy or pebbly [adj] 

BEACHING ABCEGHIN BEACH, to drive ashore [v] 

BELLBIRD BBDEILLR tropical bird [n -S] 

BERIMBAU ABBEIMRU Brazilian musical instrument [n -S] 

BETONIES BEEINOST BETONY, European herb [n] 

BIBIMBAP ABBBIIMP Korean rice dish [n -S] 

BIDARKEE ABDEEIKR bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n -S] 

BIRROTCH BCHIORRT BIRR, monetary unit of Ethiopia [n] 

BLACKBOY ABBCKLOY Australian plant [n -S] 

BLACKCAP AABCCKLP small European bird [n -S] 

BLUEBEAT ABBEELTU ska (popular music of Jamaica) [n -S] 

BOGGIEST BEGGIOST BOGGY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

BOONDOCK BCDKNOOO pertaining to backwoods area [adj] 
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BOULDERY BDELORUY characterized by large rocks [adj] 

BOUNDARY ABDNORUY dividing line [n -RIES] 

BOURTREE BEEORRTU European tree [n -S] 

BOWERIES BEEIORSW BOWERY, colonial Dutch farm [n] 

BRASILIN ABIILNRS brazilin (chemical compound) [n -S] 

BRAZILIN ABIILNRZ chemical compound [n -S] 

BREADNUT ABDENRTU tropical fruit [n -S] 

BRECCIAL ABCCEILR BRECCIA, type of rock [adj] 

BROGUERY BEGORRUY use of Irish accent [n -RIES] 

BROGUISH BGHIORSU resembling brogue (Irish accent) [adj] 

BROMELIA ABEILMOR tropical plant with stiff leaves [n -S] 

BROOKITE BEIKOORT mineral [n -S] 

BROOKLET BEKLOORT small brook or creek [n -S] 

BRUNIZEM BEIMNRUZ prairie soil [n -S] 

BUDDLEIA ABDDEILU tropical shrub [n -S] 

BULLRUSH BHLLRSUU bulrush (tall marsh plant) [n -S] 

BURGRAVE ABEGRRUV German nobleman [n -S] 

BUSHFIRE BEFHIRSU fire in wooded area [n -S] 

BUSHLAND ABDHLNSU unsettled forest land [n -S] 

BUSHVELD BDEHLSUV veld with shrubby vegetation [n -S] 

 

Geography (Earth’s features & atmosphere, and the human activity related to them) 8s 

C 

CABOTAGE AABCEGOT coastal trade [n -S] 

CACHUCHA AACCCHHU Spanish dance [n -S] 

CADASTER AACDERST public record of land ownership [n -S] 

CADASTRE AACDERST cadaster (public record of land ownership) [n -S] 

CALADIUM AACDILMU tropical plant [n -S] 

CALAMATA AAAACLMT kalamata (black olive grown in Greece) [n -S] 

CALENDAL AACDELLN pertaining to calends (first day of Roman month) [adj] 

CALIPHAL AACHILLP CALIPH, Muslim leader [adj] 

CAMBOGIA AABCGIMO gum resin [n -S] 

CAMELLIA AACEILLM tropical shrub [n -S] 

CAMPAGNA AAACGMNP flat, open plain [n -NE] 

CANALING AACGILNN CANAL, to dig artificial waterway through [v] 

CANALISE AACEILNS to canalize (to canal (to dig artificial waterway through)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CANALIZE AACEILNZ to canal (to dig artificial waterway through) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CANALLED AACDELLN CANAL, to dig artificial waterway through [v] 

CANEPHOR ACEHNOPR Greek maiden bearing basket on her head [n -S] 

CANISTEL ACEILNST tropical tree [n -S] 

CANTONAL AACLNNOT pertaining to canton [adj] 

CANTONED ACDENNOT CANTON, to divide into cantons (districts) [v] 

CAPOEIRA AACEIOPR Brazilian dance [n -S] 

CAPRIFIG ACFGIIPR European tree [n -S] 

CAPSICUM ACCIMPSU tropical herb [n -S] 

CARAGANA AAAACGNR Asian shrub [n -S] 
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CARDAMOM AACDMMOR tropical herb [n -S] 

CARDAMON AACDMNOR cardamom (tropical herb) [n -S] 

CARDAMUM AACDMMRU cardamom (tropical herb) [n -S] 

CASSISES ACEISSSS CASSIS, European bush [n] 

CATARACT AAACCRTT tremendous waterfall [n -S] 

CATHOLIC ACCHILOT member of universal Christian church [n -S] 

CATTLEYA AACELTTY tropical orchid [n -S] 

CAVELIKE ACEEIKLV resembling cave (underground chamber) [adj] 

CAVERNED ACDEENRV CAVERN, to hollow out [v] 

CECROPIA ACCEIOPR large North American moth [n -S] 

CENTIARE ACEEINRT centare (measure of land area) [n -S] 

CHADARIM AACDHIMR CHEDER, heder (Jewish school) [n] 

CHAMPACA AAACCHMP champak (East Indian tree) [n -S] 

CHAPATTI AACHIPTT chapati (unleavened bread of India) [n -S] 

CHAPPATI AACHIPPT chapati (unleavened bread of India) [n -S] 

CHARACID AACCDHIR characin (tropical fish) [n -S] 

CHARACIN AACCHINR tropical fish [n -S] 

CHARTING ACGHINRT CHART, to map out [v] 

CHECHAKO  ACCEHHKO newcomer (Chinook) [n -S] 

CHEDARIM ACDEHIMR CHEDER, heder (Jewish school) [n] 

CHIAUSES ACEHISSU CHIAUS, Turkish messenger [n] 

CHICKPEA ACCEHIKP Asian herb [n -S] 

CHOUSHES CEHHOSSU CHOUSH, chiaus (Turkish messenger) [n] 

CHRESARD ACDEHRRS available water of soil [n -S] 

CHRISMON CHIMNORS Christian monogram [n -S, -MA] 

CHROMIDE CDEHIMOR tropical fish [n -S] 

CHURCHED CCDEHHRU CHURCH, to bring to church (building for Christian worship) [v] 

CHURCHES CCEHHRSU CHURCH, to bring to church (building for Christian worship) [v] 

CHURINGA ACGHINRU sacred object of Australian Aboriginals [n -S] 

CIABATTA AAABCITT type of Italian bread [n -S] 

CIMBALOM ABCILMMO Hungarian dulcimer [n -S] 

CITIFIED CDEFIIIT CITIFY, to urbanize (to cause to take on urban characteristics) [v] 

CITIFIES CEFIIIST CITIFY, to urbanize (to cause to take on urban characteristics) [v] 

CITRUSES CEIRSSTU CITRUS, any of genus of tropical, fruit-bearing trees [n] 

CLASSICO ACCILOSS made from grapes grown in certain part of Italy [adj] 

CLIFFIER CEFFIILR CLIFFY, abounding in cliffs [adj] 

CLIFFTOP CFFILOPT top of cliff [n -S] 

CLIMBING BCGIILMN sport or activity of ascending mountains [n -S] 

COALFACE AACCEFLO place where coal is cut out of rock [n -S] 

COASTING ACGINOST coastal trade [n -S] 

COCOBOLA ABCCLOOO cocobolo (tropical tree) [n -S] 

COCOBOLO BCCLOOOO tropical tree [n -S] 

COLEUSES CEELOSSU COLEUS, tropical plant [n] 

COLLEGIA ACEGILLO soviet executive councils [n COLLEGIA] 

COLLUVIA ACILLOUV rock debris [n] 

COLONIES CEILNOOS COLONY, group of emigrants living in new land [n] 
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COLUMNEA ACELMNOU bushy tropical plant [n -S] 

COMITIAL ACIILMOT COMITIA, public assembly in ancient Rome [adj] 

CONDORES CDENOORS CONDOR, coin of Chile [n] 

CONGAING ACGGINNO CONGA, to perform conga (Latin-American dance) [v] 

CONJUNTO CJNNOOTU style of dance music along Mexican border [n -S] 

CONTESSA ACENOSST Italian countess [n -S] 

CONVERSO CENOORSV Jew who converted to Christianity [n -S] 

COOLABAH AABCHLOO Australian gum tree [n -S] 

COOLIBAH ABCHILOO coolabah (Australian gum tree) [n -S] 

COPYHOLD CDHLOOPY type of ownership of land [n -S] 

CORNBALL ABCLLNOR hick (rural person) [n -S] 

CORNETCY CCENORTY rank in British cavalry [n -CIES] 

CORNICHE CCEHINOR road built along cliff [n -S] 

COTHURNI CHINORTU cothurns (buskin worn by ancient Roman actors) [n COTHURNI] 

COUMAROU ACMOORUU seed of tropical tree [n -S] 

COUSCOUS CCOOSSUU North African cereal [n -ES] 

CRAGGIER ACEGGIRR CRAGGY, full of crags (large, jagged rocks) [adj] 

CRAGGILY ACEGGIRR CRAGGY, full of crags (large, jagged rocks) [adv] 

CRAGSMAN AACGMNRS one who climbs crags [large, jagged rocks) [n -MEN] 

CRANNIED ACDEINNR CRANNY, crevice [adj] 

CRANNIES ACEINNRS CRANNY, crevice [n] 

CRANNOGE ACEGNNOR crannog (artificial island) [n -S] 

CRATERED ACDEERRT CRATER, to form cavities in surface [v] 

CREOLISE CEEILORS to creolize (to cause language to become creole) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CREOLIZE CEEILORZ to cause language to become creole [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CREVASSE ACEERSSV to fissure (to split (to separate lengthwise)) [v -D, -SSING, -S] 

CROPLAND ACDLNOPR farmland (cultivated land) [n -S] 

CRUZEIRO CEIORRUZ former monetary unit of Brazil [n -S] 

CUSCUSES CCESSSUU CUSCUS, arboreal mammal [n] 

CUTCHERY CCEHRTUY judicial office in India [n -RIES] 

CYMBALOM ABCLMMOY cimbalom (Hungarian dulcimer) [n -S] 

CYMBIDIA ABCDIIMY tropical orchids [n CYMBIDIA] 

CYPRUSES CEPRSSUY CYPRUS, cypress (thin fabric) [n] 
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DAIQUIRI ADIIIQRU cocktail [n -S] 

DAISHIKI ADHIIIKS dashiki (African tunic) [n -S] 

DAKERHEN ADEEHKNR European bird [n -S] 

DALESMAN AADELMNS one living in dale [n -MEN] 

DANEGELD  ADDEEGLN annual tax in medieval England [n -S] 

DANEGELT  ADEEGLNT danegeld (annual tax in medieval England) [n -S] 

DANISHES ADEHINSS DANISH, pastry of raised dough [n] 

DATARIES AADEIRST DATARY, cardinal in Roman Catholic Church [n] 

DAVENING ADEGINNV DAVEN, to utter Jewish prayers [v] 

DECEMVIR CDEEIMRV one of body of ten Roman magistrates [n -I, -S] 
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DECURIES CDEEIRSU DECURY, group of ten soldiers in ancient Rome [n] 

DEMERARA  AADEEMRR coarse light-brown sugar (Guyanese Creole) [n -S] 

DEMIURGE DEEGIMRU magistrate of ancient Greece [n -S] 

DEMPSTER DEEMPRST deemster (judicial officer of Isle of Man) [n -S] 

DENARIUS ADEINRSU coin of ancient Rome [n -II] 

DENAZIFY ADEFINYZ to rid of Nazism [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DEPEOPLE DEEELOPP to reduce population of [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DEPORTED DDEEOPRT DEPORT, to expel from country [v] 

DEPORTER DEEOPRRT one that deports (to expel from country) [n -S] 

DESANDED ADDDEENS DESAND, to remove sand from [v] 

DESERTIC CDEEIRST arid and barren [adj] 

DETRITUS DEIRSTTU particles of rock [n DETRITUS] 

DHURRIES DEHIRRSU DHURRIE, cotton rug made in India [n] 

DIAPIRIC ACDIIIPR DIAPIR, bend in layer of rock [adj] 

DIATREME ADEEIMRT volcanic vent produced by gaseous explosions [n -S] 

DIBBUKIM BBDIIKMU DIBBUK, dybbuk (wandering soul in Jewish folklore) [n] 

DICYCLIC CCCDIILY having two maxima of population each year [adj] 

DILUVIAL ADIILLUV pertaining to flood [adj] 

DILUVIAN ADIILNUV diluvial (pertaining to flood) [adj] 

DILUVION DIILNOUV diluvium (coarse rock material deposited by glaciers) [n -S] 

DILUVIUM DIILMUUV coarse rock material deposited by glaciers [n -S, -IA] 

DIOBOLON BDILNOOO diobol (coin of ancient Greece) [n -S] 

DIORITIC CDIIIORT DIORITE, igneous rock [adj] 

DOBLONES BDELNOOS DOBLON, former gold coin of Spain and Spanish America [n] 

DOCKLAND ACDDKLNO part of port occupied by docks [n -S] 

DOLCETTO CDELOOTT red wine of Italy [n -S] 

DOUBLOON BDLNOOOU former Spanish gold coin [n -S] 

DOVENING DEGINNOV DOVEN, to daven (to utter Jewish prayers) [v] 

DOWNHILL DHILLNOW downward slope [n -S] 

DOWNLAND ADDLNNOW rolling treeless upland [n -S] 

DOWNWARP ADNOPRWW broad surface depression [n -S] 

DRACAENA AAACDENR tropical plant [n -S] 

DRAGOMAN AADGMNOR interpreter in Near Eastern countries [n -S, -MEN] 

DRAWDOWN ADDNORWW lowering of water level [n -S] 

DRIFTAGE ADEFGIRT act of drifting (to move along in current) [n -S] 

DRIFTIER DEFIIRRT DRIFTY, full of drifts (masses of wind-driven snow) [adj] 

DRIFTING DFGIINRT DRIFT, to move along in current [v] 

DRONGOES DEGNOORS DRONGO, tropical bird [n] 

DUMBCANE ABCDEMNU tropical plant [n -S] 

DUNELAND ADDELNNU area having many dunes [n -S] 

DUNELIKE DEEIKLNU DUNE, hill of sand [adj] 

DUTCHMAN ACDHMNTU something used to hide structural defects [n -MEN] 

DYBBUKIM BBDIKMUY DYBBUK, wandering soul in Jewish folklore [n] 
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EARTHING AEGHINRT EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v] 

EARTHNUT AEHNRTTU European herb [n -S] 

ECCLESIA ACCEEILS assembly in ancient Greece [n -E] 

ECLOGITE CEEGILOT type of rock [n -S] 

EGGFRUIT EFGGIRTU tropical tree [n -S] 

EGYPTIAN AEGINPTY typeface with squared serifs [n -S] 

ELUVIATE AEEILTUV to undergo transfer of materials in soil [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMBAYING ABEGIMNY EMBAY, to enclose in bay [v] 

EMIGRANT AEGIMNRT one that emigrates (to leave one country or region to settle in another) [n -S] 

EMIGRATE AEEGIMRT to leave one country or region to settle in another [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ENCHORIC CCEHINOR belonging to particular country [adj] 

ENDEMIAL ADEEILMN peculiar to country or people [adj] 

ENDEMISM DEEIMMNS state of being endemial (peculiar to country or people) [n -S] 

ENTELLUS EELLNSTU hanuman (East Indian monkey) [n -ES] 

ERUPTIVE EEIPRTUV type of rock [n -S] 

ESCARPED ACDEEPRS ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v] 

ETHNICAL ACEHILNT ETHNIC, member of particular ethnos [adj] 

ETHNONYM EHMNNOTY name of ethnic group [n -S] 

ETHNOSES EEHNOSST ETHNOS, group of people who share common and distinctive culture [n] 

EULACHAN  AACEHLNU eulachon (marine food fish) (Chinook) [n -S] 

EULACHON  ACEHLNOU marine food fish (Chinook) [n -S] 

EUROLAND ADELNORU eurozone (area formed by countries using euro) [n -S] 

EUROZONE EENOORUZ area formed by countries using euro [n -S] 

EXILABLE ABEEILLX EXILE, to banish from one's own country [adj] 

EXPLORER EELOPRRX one that explores (to travel through for purpose of discovery) [n -S] 

EXPORTED DEEOPRTX EXPORT, to send to other countries for commercial purposes [v] 

EXPORTER EEOPRRTX one that exports (to send to other countries for commercial purposes) [n -S] 
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FAHLBAND AABDFHLN band or stratum of rock impregnated with metallic sulfides [n -S] 

FANDANGO AADFGNNO lively Spanish dance [n -ES, -S] 

FANEGADA AAADEFGN Spanish unit of area [n -S] 

FARMABLE AABEFLMR FARM, to manage and cultivate as farm (tract of land devoted to agriculture) [adj] 

FARMLAND AADFLMNR cultivated land [n -S] 

FARTHING AFGHINRT former British coin [n -S] 

FAUBOURG ABFGORUU suburb (residential area adjacent to city) [n -S] 

FAUNLIKE AEFIKLNU FAUN, woodland deity of Roman mythology [adj] 

FEDAYEEN ADEEEFNY FEDAYEE, Arab commando [n] 

FEEDYARD ADDEEFRY feedlot (plot of land on which livestock is fattened) [n -S] 

FELDSHER DEEFHLRS medical worker in Russia [n -S] 

FELLAHIN AEFHILLN FELLAH, peasant or laborer in Arab countries [n] 

FELSTONE EEFLNOST felsite (igneous rock) [n -S] 

FENCEROW CEEFNORW land occupied by fence [n -S] 

FENNIEST EEFINNST FENNY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

FEUDALLY ADEFLLUY FEUDAL, pertaining to political and economic system of medieval Europe [adv] 
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FINNMARK AFIKMNNR finmark (former monetary unit of Finland) [n -S] 

FLAMINES AEFILMNS FLAMEN, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

FLATLAND AADFLLNT land lacking significant variation in elevation [n -S] 

FLEAWORT AEFLORTW European herb [n -S] 

FLOODING DFGILNOO filling with fluid to excess [n -S] / FLOOD, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v] 

FLOODWAY ADFLOOWY overflow channel [n -S] 

FLORENCE CEEFLNOR florin (former gold coin of Europe) [n -S] 

FLYSCHES CEFHLSSY FLYSCH, sandstone deposit [n] 

FOCACCIA AACCCFIO flat Italian bread [n -S] 

FOODLAND ADDFLNOO land for production of food [n -S] 

FOODWAYS ADFOOSWY eating habits of people [n -S] 

FOOTHILL FHILLOOT low hill at foot of higher hills [n -S] 

FORELAND ADEFLNOR projecting mass of land [n -S] 

FORESTAL AEFLORST of or pertaining to forest [adj] 

FRANCISE ACEFINRS to francize (to force to adopt French customs and language) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

FRANCIZE ACEFINRZ to force to adopt French customs and language [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FRASCATI AACFIRST Italian white wine [n -S] 

FRAULEIN AEFILNRU German governess [n -S] 

FRENCHED CDEEFHNR FRENCH, to cut into thin strips before cooking [v] 

FRENCHES CEEFHNRS FRENCH, to cut into thin strips before cooking [v] 

FRIULANO AFILNORU mild Italian cheese [n -S] 

FRONTIER EFINORRT border between two countries [n -S] 

FURCRAEA AACEFRRU tropical plant [n -S] 

FURROWED DEFORRUW FURROW, to make furrows (narrow depressions) in [v] 

FURROWER EFORRRUW one that furrows (to make furrows (narrow depressions) in) [n -S] 
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GALLERIA AAEGILLR roofed promenade or court [n -S] 

GALLICAN AACGILLN pertaining to French religious movement [adj] 

GAMMADIA AAADGIMM Greek ornamental designs [n GAMMADIA] 

GANISTER AEGINRST type of rock [n -S] 

GARBANZO AABGNORZ chickpea (Asian herb) [n -S] 

GARDENIA AADEGINR tropical shrub or tree [n -S] 

GASTHAUS AAGHSSTU small hotel in Germany [n -ER, -ES] 

GENIPAPO AEGINOPP genipap (tropical tree) [n -S] 

GENIPAPO AEGINOPP genipap (tropical tree) [n -S] 

GENTRIFY EFGINRTY to renew decayed urban area so as to attract middle-class residents [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

GEOCACHE ACCEEGHO to search for hidden items by using Global Positioning System device as part of game [v -D, -HING, -S] / [n -R] 

GEODESIC CDEEGIOS geometric line [n -S] 

GEODETIC CDEEGIOT pertaining to geodesy (geographical surveying) [adj] 

GEOMANCY ACEGMNOY method of foretelling future by geographical features [n -CIES] 

GEYSERED DEEEGRSY GEYSER, to eject jets of hot water and steam [v] 

GHARRIES AEGHIRRS GHARRY, carriage used in India [n] 

GLACIATE AACEGILT to cover with glaciers [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GLACISES ACEGILSS GLACIS, slope [n] 
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GLASNOST AGLNOSST Soviet policy of open political discussion [n -S] 

GLENLIKE EEGIKLLN GLEN, small valley (depression of earth's surface) [adj] 

GLOBALLY ABGLLLOY GLOBAL, spherical (resembling sphere) [adv] 

GLOXINIA AGIILNOX tropical plant [n -S] 

GNEISSES EEGINSSS GNEISS, type of rock [n] 

GOATFISH AFGHIOST tropical fish [n -ES] 

GOMBROON  BGMNOOOR kind of Persian pottery [n -S] 

GRACIOSO ACGIOORS clown in Spanish comedy [n -S] 

GRAECIZE ACEEGIRZ to grecize (to provide with Greek style) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

GREENWAY AEEGNRWY piece of undeveloped land in city [n -S] 

GRISETTE EEGIRSTT young French working-class girl [n -S] 

GROSCHEN CEGHNORS formerly used Austrian coin [n GROSCHEN] 

GROTTOED DEGOORTT GROTTO, cave [adj] 

GROTTOES EGOORSTT GROTTO, cave [n] 

GUACHARO AACGHORU tropical bird [n -ES, -S] 

GUITGUIT GGIITTUU tropical American bird [n -S] 

GULFIEST EFGILSTU GULFY, full of whirlpools [adj] 

GULFLIKE EFGIKLLU resembling deep chasm [adj] 

GULLYING GGILLNUY GULLY, to form ravines by action of water [v] 

GURDWARA  AADGRRUW Sikh temple [n -S] 

GURUSHIP GHIPRSUU office of guru (Hindu spiritual teacher) [n -S] 
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HABANERA AAABEHNR Cuban dance [n -S] 

HABDALAH AAABDHHL Jewish ceremony [n -S] 

HALALLED AADEHLLL HALAL, to slaughter animal according to Muslim law [v] 

HALIEROV AEHILORV HALIER, former monetary unit of Slovakia [n] 

HALUTZIM AHILMTUZ HALUTZ, Israeli farmer [n] 

HARROWED ADEHORRW HARROW, to break up and level soil [v] 

HARROWER AEHORRRW one that harrows (to break up and level soil) [n -S] 

HARROWS AHORRSW HARROW, to break up and level soil [v] 

HARUSPEX AEHPRSUX soothsayer of ancient Rome [n -ICES] 

HAVDALAH AAADHHLV habdalah (Jewish ceremony) [n -S] 

HAWFINCH ACFHHINW Eurasian finch [n -ES] 

HAZELHEN AEEHHLNZ European grouse [n -S] 

HEADGATE AADEEGHT gate to control flow of water [n -S] 

HEADLAND AADDEHLN cliff (high, steep face of rock) [n -S] 

HEADPOND ADDEHNOP pond created behind dam [n -S] 

HEADRACE AACDEEHR water channel [n -S] 

HEUCHERA ACEEHHRU North American plant [n -S] 

HIBISCUS BCHIISSU tropical plant [n -ES] 

HIGHLAND ADGHHILN elevated region [n -S] 

HILLIEST EHIILLST HILLY, abounding in hills [adj] 

HILLOCKY CHIKLLOY HILLOCK, small hill [adj] 

HILLSIDE DEHIILLS side of hill [n -S] 
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HIPPARCH ACHHIPPR cavalry commander in ancient Greece [n -S] 

HIPPYISH HHIIPPSY relating to or resembling hippie [adj] 

HIRAGANA AAAGHINR Japanese cursive script [n -S] 

HOACTZIN ACHINOTZ hoatzin (tropical bird) [n -ES, -S] 

HOMELAND ADEHLMNO one's native land [n -S] 

HOMESTAY AEHMOSTY period during which visitor in foreign country lives with local family [n -S] 

HONGIING  GGHIINNO HONGI, to greet another by pressing noses together (Maori) [v] 

HORNFELS EFHLNORS silicate rock [n HORNFELS, -ES] 

HOSPODAR ADHOOPRS governor of region under Turkish rule [n -S] 

HUIPILES EHIILPSU HUIPIL, embroidered blouse or dress of Mexico [n] 

HUISACHE ACEHHISU flowering plant (Nahautl or Aztec) [n -S] 

HUMMOCKY CHKMMOUY abounding in hummocks (small rounded hills) [adj] 

HUSTINGS GHINSSTU British court [n -S] 

HYDRILLA ADHILLRY aquatic Asian plant [n -S] 
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ICEFIELD CDEEFIIL large area of ice [n -S] 

ICESCAPE ACCEEIPS landscape covered with ice [n -S] 

ILLUVIAL AIILLLUV ILLUVIUM, type of material accumulated in soil [adj] 

ILLUVIUM IILLMUUV type of material accumulated in soil [n -S, -IA] 

IMPORTED DEIMOPRT IMPORT, to bring into country from abroad [v] 

IMPORTER EIMOPRRT one that imports (to bring into country from abroad) [n -S] 

INDIGENE DEEGIINN native (original inhabitant of area) [n -s] 

INLANDER ADEILNNR one living in interior of region [n -S] 

INSOURCE CEINORSU to procure goods and services from within one's own country [v D, -CING, -S] 

INTIFADA AADFIINT uprising of Palestinians against Israelis [n -S] 

INUKSHUK  HIKKNSUU figure of human made of stones (Inuit) [n -S] 

INUKSUIT  IIKNSTUU INUKSUK, inukshuk (figure of human made of stones) (Inuit) [n] 

ISARITHM AHIIMRST isopleth (type of isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value)) [n -S] 

ISLANDED ADDEILNS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 

ISLANDER ADEILNRS one that lives on island [n -S] 

ISLELESS EEILLSSS lacking isle (small island) [adj] 

ISOCHEIM CEHIIMOS type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature) [n -S] 

ISOCHIME CEHIIMOS isocheim (type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature)) [n -S] 

ISOCLINE CEIILNOS type of rock formation [n -S] 

ISOGLOSS GILOOSSS line on map between linguistically varied areas [n -ES] 

ISOGONAL AGILNOOS isogone (line on map used to show characteristics of earth's magnetic field) [n -S] 

ISOGONIC CGIINOOS isogone (line on map used to show characteristics of earth's magnetic field) [n -S] 

ISOGRAPH AGHIOPRS line on map indicating areas that are linguistically similar [n -S] 

ISOPLETH EHILOPST type of isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value) [n -S] 

ISOTHERE EEHIORST type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature) [n -S] 

ISOTHERM EHIMORST line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature [n -S] 

ISTHMIAN AHIIMNST native of isthmus [n -S] 

ISTHMOID DHIIMOST isthmic (pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses)) [adj] 
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JANISARY AAIJNRSY janizary (Turkish soldier) [n -RIES] 

JANIZARY AAIJNRYZ Turkish soldier [n -RIES] 

JAPANIZE AAEIJNPZ to make Japanese [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

JAPANNED AADEJNNP JAPAN, to coat with glossy, black lacquer [v] 

JAPANNER AAEJNNPR one that japans (to coat with glossy, black lacquer) [n -S] 

JAPONICA AACIJNOP Asian shrub [n -S] 

JEHADIST ADEHIJST jihadist (jihadi (Muslim who participates in jihad)) [n -S] 

JELUTONG EGJLNOTU tropical tree [n -S] 

JIHADIST ADHIIJST jihadi (Muslim who participates in jihad) [n -S] 

JIPIJAPA AAIIJJPP tropical plant [n -S] 

JIUJITSU IIJJSTUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S] 

JIUJUTSU IJJSTUUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S] 

JOHANNES AEHJNNOS Portuguese coin [n JOHANNES] 

JUNGLIER EGIJLNRU JUNGLY, resembling jungle (land covered with dense tropical vegetation) [adj] 
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KABLOONA AABKLNOO person who is not Inuit (Inuktitut) [n -S, -T] 

KAKEMONO AEKKMNOO Japanese scroll [n -S] 

KAKIEMON AEIKKMNO Japanese porcelain [n -S] 

KALAMATA AAAAKLMT black olive grown in Greece [n -S] 

KALIFATE  AAEFIKLT califate (domain of calif (Muslim leader)) [n -S] 

KAMAAINA AAAAIKMN longtime resident of Hawaii (Hawaiian) [n -S] 

KAMEEZES AEEEKMSZ KAMEEZ, long tunic worn by some people of India [n] 

KANGAROO AAGKNOOR Australian mammal (Guugu Yimithir) [n -S] 

KAOLIANG AAGIKLNO Asian sorghum [n -S] 

KAROSSES AEKORSSS KAROSS, African garment [n] 

KASHERED ADEEHKRS KASHER, to kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [v] 

KASHRUTH AHHKRSTU Jewish dietary laws [n -S] 

KATAKANA AAAAKKNT Japanese syllabic symbol [n -S] 

KATCHINA AACHIKNT kachina (ancestral spirit) [n -S] 

KAVAKAVA AAAAKKVV kava (tropical shrub) (Tongan) [n -S] 

KAVASSES AAEKSSSV KAVASS, Turkish policeman [n] 

KAZACHKI AACHIKKZ KAZACHOK, Russian folk dance [n] 

KAZACHOC AACCHKOZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -S] 

KAZACHOK AACHKKOZ Russian folk dance [n -HKI] 

KAZATSKI AAIKKSTZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -ES] 

KAZATSKY AAKKSTYZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -KIES] 

KEDGEREE DEEEEGKR food in India [n -S] 

KEIRETSU EEIKRSTU coalition of business groups in Japan [n -S] 

KENDOIST  DEIKNOST one skilled in kendo (Japanese sport) [n -S] 

KHAMSEEN  AEEHKMNS khamsin (hot, dry wind) [n -S] 

KHEDIVAL ADEHIKLV KHEDIVE, Turkish viceroy [adj] 

KINKAJOU AIJKKNOU arboreal mammal [n -S] 

KIRIGAMI AGIIIKMR Japanese art of folding paper [n -S] 
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KLEPHTIC CEHIKLPT KLEPHT, Greek guerrilla [adj] 

KOLHOZES EHKLOOSZ KOLHOZ, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n] 

KOLINSKI IIKKLNOS kolinsky (Asian mink) [n -ES] 

KOLINSKY IKKLNOSY Asian mink [n -KIES] 

KOLKOZES EKKLOOSZ KOLKOZ, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n] 

KOSHERED DEEHKORS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v] 

KOUMISES  EIKMOSSU KOUMIS, koumiss (beverage made from camel’s milk) (Tatar) [n] 

KOUMYSES  EKMOSSUY KOUMYS, koumiss (beverage made from camel’s milk) (Tatar) [n] 

KREUTZER EEKRRTUZ former monetary unit of Austria [n -S] 

KUMISSES  EIKMSSSU KUMISS, koumiss (beverage made from camel’s milk) (Tatar) [n] 

KURUSHES EHKRSSUU KURUSH, monetary unit of Turkey [n] 
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LACEWOOD ACDELOOW Australian tree [n -S] 

LACUNOSE ACELNOSU marked by shallow depressions [adj] 

LAGOONAL AAGLLNOO LAGOON, shallow body of water [adj] 

LAKEFILL AEFIKLLL area of land built by filling lake [n -S] 

LAKEHEAD AADEEHKL shore of lake farthest from outlet [n -S] 

LAKELAND AADEKLLN area with many lakes [n -S] 

LAKELIKE AEEIKKLL LAKE, sizable inland body of water [adj] 

LAKEPORT AEKLOPRT city located on shore of lake [n -S] 

LAKESIDE ADEEIKLS land along edge of lake [n -S] 

LAKEVIEW AEEIKLVW overlooking lake [adj] 

LAKEWARD AADEKLRW facing lake [adj] 

LAMBDOID ABDDILMO LAMBDA, Greek letter [adj] 

LANCIERS ACEILNRS French dance [n LANCIERS] 

LANDFALL AADFLLLN sighting or approach to land [n -S] 

LANDFAST AADFLNST attached to shore -- used of ice [adj] 

LANDFORM ADFLMNOR natural feature of earth's surface [n -S] 

LANDMASS AADLMNSS large area of land [n -ES] 

LANDSKIP ADIKLNPS landscape [n -S] 

LANDSLIP ADILLNPS fall of mass of earth [n -S] 

LANDSMAN AADLMNNS fellow Jew coming from one's own section of Eastern Europe [n -SLEIT] / landman (one who lives and works on land) [n -SLEIT, -MEN] 

LANDWASH AADHLNSW shore area between high-water mark and sea [n -ES] 

LANGLAUF AAFGLLNU cross-country ski run [n -S] 

LAPILLUS AILLLPSU small fragment of lava [n -LLI] 

LATERITE AEEILRTT type of soil [n -S] 

LATINITY AIILNTTY manner of writing or speaking Latin [n -TIES] 

LATINIZE AEIILNTZ to translate into Latin [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LATITUDE ADEILTTU freedom from narrow restrictions [n -S] 

LAVABOES AABELOSV LAVABO, ceremonial washing in certain Christian churches [n] 

LAVALAVA  AAAALLVV Polynesian garment (Samoan) [n -S] 

LAVALIKE AAEIKLLV resembling lava (molten rock that issues from volcano) [adj] 

LAVASHES AAEHLSSV LAVASH, thin flat bread of Armenian origin [n] 

LEADWORT ADELORTW tropical plant [n -S] 
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LEAFMOLD ADEFLLMO soil composed mostly of decayed leaves [n -S] 

LECHAYIM ACEHILMY lehayim (traditional Jewish toast) [n -S] 

LECYTHIS CEHILSTY designating family of tropical shrubs [adj] 

LECYTHUS CEHLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LEHAYIMS AEHILMSY LEHAYIM, traditional Jewish toast [n] 

LEKYTHOS EHKLOSTY oil jar used in ancient Greece [n -OI] 

LEKYTHUS EHKLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LEMURINE EEILMNRU pertaining to lemur (arboreal mammal related to monkeys) [adj] 

LEMUROID DEILMORU lemur (arboreal mammal related to monkeys) [n -S] 

LEPTONIC CEILNOPT LEPTON, former monetary unit of Greece [adj] 

LIMBOING BGIILMNO LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v] 

LIMNETIC CEIILMNT pertaining to open water of lake or pond [adj] 

LINGUICA ACGIILNU spicy Portuguese sausage [n -S] 

LINGUISA AGIILNSU linguica (spicy Portuguese sausage) [n -S] 

LIONFISH FHIILNOS tropical fish [n -ES] 

LITHOSOL HILLOOST type of soil [n -S] 

LITTORAL AILLORTT coastal region [n -S] 

LOESSIAL AEILLOSS LOESS, soil deposit [adj] 

LUNGWORT GLNORTUW European herb [n -S] 

LYREBIRD BDEILRRY Australian bird [n -S] 
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MADRASAH AAADHMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MADRASSA AAADMRSS Muslim school [n -S] 

MAENADES AADEEMNS MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [n] 

MAENADIC AACDEIMN MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [adj] 

MAHARAJA AAAAHJMR king or prince in India [n -S] 

MAHARANI  AAAHIMNR wife of maharaja (king or prince in India) [n -S] 

MAHIMAHI  AAHHIIMM food fish in Hawaii (Hawaiian) [n -S] 

MAHJONGG AGGHJMNO mahjong (game of Chinese origin) [n -S] 

MAHOGANY AAGHMNOY tropical tree [n -NIES] 

MAHZORIM AHIMMORZ MAHZOR, Jewish prayer book [n] 

MAINLAND AADILMNN principal land mass [n -S] 

MAJLISES AEIJLMSS MAJLIS, parliament in various North African and Middle Eastern countries [n] 

MAKIMONO AIKMMNOO Japanese ornamental scroll [n -S] 

MALEMIUT AEILMMTU malamute (Alaskan sled dog) (Inuit) [n -S] 

MALIHINI AHIIILMN newcomer to Hawaii (Hawaiian) [n -S] 

MAMATEEK AAEEKMMT type of wigwam (Native American dwelling) (Beothuk) [n -S] 

MAMELUKE AEEKLMMU slave in Muslim countries [n -S] 

MANDIOCA AACDIMNO manioc (tropical plant) (Tupi) [n -S] 

MANDRAKE AADEKMNR European herb [n -S] 

MANGABEY  AABEGMNY long-tailed monkey (Madagascar) [n -S] 

MANGROVE AEGMNORV tropical tree or shrub [n -S] 

MANUCODE ACDEMNOU bird of paradise (Javanese) [n -S] 

MAPMAKER AAEKMMPR one that makes maps [n -S] 
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MAPPABLE AABELMPP capable of being mapped [adj] 

MARABOUT AABMORTU marabou (African stork) [n -S] 

MARAVEDI AADEIMRV former coin of Spain [n -S] 

MARGRAVE AAEGMRRV military governor of medieval German border province [n -S] 

MARIACHI AACHIIMR Mexican musical band [n -S] 

MARISHES AEHIMRSS MARISH, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n] 

MARQUESS AEMQRSSU marquis (European nobleman) [n -ES] 

MARSHIER AEHIMRRS MARSHY, resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land) [adj] 

MASTABAH AAABHMST mastaba (ancient Egyptian tomb) [n -S] 

MAZOURKA AAKMORUZ mazurka (Polish dance) [n -S] 

MBAQANGA AAABGMNQ South African dance music [n -S] 

MEGACITY ACEGIMTY very large city [n -TIES] 

MEMSAHIB ABEHIMMS European woman living in colonial India [n -S] 

MENHADEN ADEEHMNN marine fish (Algonquian) [n -S]  

MENSCHEN  CEEHMNNS MENSCH, admirable person [n] 

MENSCHES  CEEHMNSS MENSCH, admirable person [n] 

MERIDIAN ADEIIMNR circle around earth passing through both poles [n -S] 

MIDWATER ADEIMRTW middle portion vertically of body of water [n -S] 

MIJNHEER EEHIJMNR mynheer (Dutch title of courtesy for man) [n -S] 

MILESIAN AEIILMNS pertaining to native people of Ireland [adj] 

MILESIMO EIILMMOS former monetary unit of Chile [n -S] 

MILKSHED DEHIKLMS region supplying milk to particular community [n -S] 

MILKWOOD DIKLMOOW tropical tree [n -S] 

MILLIARY AIILLMRY ancient Roman milestone [n -RIES] 

MINIPARK AIIKMNPR small city park [n -S] 

MINYANIM AIIMMNNY MINYAN, minimum number required to be present for conduct of Jewish service [n] 

MIQUELET EEILMQTU former Spanish or French soldier [n -S] 

MIRINESS EIIMNRSS state of being miry (swampy (marshy (resembling marsh))) [n -ES] 

MIRLITON IILMNORT chayote (tropical vine) [n -S] 

MOFFETTE EEFFMOTT mofette (noxious emanation from fissure in earth) [n -S] 

MOLEHILL EHILLLMO small mound of earth [n -S] 

MONELLIN EILLMNNO protein extracted from West African red berry [n -S] 

MONOLITH HILMNOOT large block of stone [n -S] 

MONSIEUR EIMNORSU French title of courtesy for man [n MESSIEURS] 

MONSTERA AEMNORST tropical American plant [n -S] 

MOORIEST EIMOORST MOORY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

MOORLAND ADLMNOOR tract of marshy land [n -S] 

MORAINAL AAILMNOR MORAINE, accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [adj] 

MORAINIC ACIIMNOR MORAINE, accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [adj] 

MORASSES AEMORSSS MORASS, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n] 

MOSHAVIM AHIMMOSV MOSHAV, cooperative settlement of small farms in Israel [n] 

MOUNTAIN AIMNNOTU large, natural elevation of earth's surface [n -S] 

MOUSSAKA  AAKMOSSU Middle Eastern dish of meat and eggplant [n -S] 

MRIDANGA AADGIMNR drum of India [n -S] 

MUCKLUCK CCKKLMUU mukluk (soft boot worn by Inuits) (Yupik) [n -S] 

MUDFLATS ADFLMSTU MUDFLAT, level tract alternately covered and left bare by tide [n] 
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MUDSLIDE DDEILMSU mudflow down slope [n -S] 

MUDSTONE DEMNOSTU type of rock [n -S] 

MULLOWAY ALLMOUWY kabeljou (large food fish) (Aboriginal of South Australia) [n -S] 

MURAENID ADEIMNRU moray (tropical eel) [n -S] 

MURRHINE EHIMNRRU MURRHA, murra (substance used to make fine vases and cups in ancient Rome) [adj] 

MUSCADET ACDEMSTU dry white French wine [n -S] 

MUSKOXEN EKMNOSUX MUSKOX, large bovid of arctic regions [n] 

MUSQUASH AHMQSSUU muskrat (aquatic rodent (Algonquian) [n -ES] 

MUTCHKIN CHIKMNTU Scottish unit of liquid measure [n -S] 

MYLONITE EILMNOTY type of rock [n -S] 
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NARWHALE AAEHLNRW narwhal (arctic aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

NAUTCHES ACEHNSTU NAUTCH, dancing exhibition in India [n] 

NEOPAGAN AAEGNNOP one who practices modern form of paganism [n -S] 

NGULTRUM GLMNRTUU monetary unit of Bhutan [n -S] 

NINJUTSU IJNNSTUU traditional Japanese method of spying [n -S] 

NIZAMATE AAEIMNTZ territory of nizam [n -S] 

NOMARCHY ACHMNORY nome (province of modern Greece) [n -HIES] 

NONLOCAL ACLLNNOO one that is not local [n -S] 

NONMETRO EMNNOORT not metropolitan [adj] 

NONPAPAL AALNNOPP not papal (pertaining to pope (head of Roman Catholic Church)) [adj] 

NONRURAL ALNNORRU not rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [adj] 

NONTIDAL ADILNNOT not tidal [adj] 

NONURBAN ABNNNORU not urban (pertaining to city (large town)) [adj] 

NOUVELLE EELLNOUV style of French cooking [n -S] 

NUMCHUCK CCHKMNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S] 

NUNCHAKU ACHKNNUU Japanese weapon [n -S] 

NUNCHUCK CCHKNNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S]  
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OBEAHISM  ABEHIMOS use of obeah (form of sorcery of African origin) (Igbo) [n -S] 

OCOTILLO CILLOOOT Mexican shrub [n -S] 

OFFSHORE EFFHOORS area of submerged land out from shore [n -S] 

OGHAMIST AGHIMOST one who writes in ogham (Old Irish alphabet) [n -S] 

OITICICA ACCIIIOT South American tree [n -S] 

ONCIDIUM CDIIMNOU tropical orchid [n -S] 

OOLACHAN  AACHLNOO eulachon (marine food fish) (Chinook) [n -S] 

OOLICHAN  ACHILNOO eulachon (marine food fish) (Chinook) [n -S] 

ORIENTAL AEILNORT inhabitant of eastern country [n -S] 

ORIENTED DEEINORT ORIENT, to adjust in relation to something else [v] 

ORIENTER EEINORRT one who helps another to adjust to surroundings [n -S] 

OROGENIC CEGINOOR OROGENY, process of mountain formation [adj] 

OUISTITI IIIOSTTU South American monkey [n -S] 

OVERCOLD CDELOORV too cold [adj] 
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OXPECKER CEEKOPRX African bird [n -S] 

OXTONGUE EGNOOTUX European herb [n -S] 
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PACHALIC  AACCHILP pashalik (territory of pasha (former Turkish high official)) [n -S] 

PACHINKO ACHIKNOP Japanese pinball game [n -S] 

PACHOULI ACHILOPU East Indian herb [n -S] 

PAGANDOM AADGMNOP realm of pagans [n -S] 

PAGANISE AAEGINPS to paganize (to make irreligious) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PAGANISH AAGHINPS resembling pagan (follower of polytheistic religion) [adj] 

PAGANISM AAGIMNPS irreligious attitude [n -S] 

PAGANIST AAGINPST pagan (follower of polytheistic religion) [n -S] 

PAGANIZE AAEGINPZ to make irreligious [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PAHOEHOE AEEHHOOP smooth solidified lava [n -S]   

PALATINE AAEILNPT high officer of empire [n -S] 

PALEOSOL AELLOOPS layer of ancient soil [n -S]  

PALESTRA AAELPRST school for athletics in ancient Greece [n -E, -S] 

PALMETTO AELMOPTT tropical tree [n -ES] 

PANCETTA AACENPTT unsmoked Italian bacon [n -S] 

PANDANUS AADNNPSU tropical plant [n -NI, -ES] 

PAPPADAM AAADMPPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

PAPPADUM AADMPPPU papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

PAPPOOSE AEOOPPPS papoose (Native American baby) (Narragansett) [n -S] 

PARCHESI ACEHIPRS pachisi (board game of India) [n -S] 

PARCHISI ACHIIPRS pachisi (board game of India) [n -S] 

PARKLAND AADKLNPR grassland region with isolated or grouped trees [n -S] 

PARMESAN AAEMNPRS hard, dry Italian cheese [n -S] 

PASHADOM  AADHMOPS rank of pasha (former Turkish High official) [n -S] 

PASHALIC AACHILPS pashalik (territory of pasha) [n -S] 

PASHALIK AAHIKLPS territory of pasha [n -S] 

PASHMINA AAHIMNPS wool obtained from Himalayan goats [n -S] 

PASSOVER AEOPRSSV lamb eaten at feast of Jewish holiday [n -S] 

PASSPORT AOPPRSST document allowing travel from one country to another [n -S] 

PASTISES AEIPSSST PASTIS, French liqueur [n] 

PASTITSO AIOPSSTT Greek dish of ground meat, pasta, white sauce, and cheese [n -S] 

PASTORAL AALOPRST literary or artistic work that depicts country life [n -S] 

PATRIATE AAEIPRTT to transfer (power of legislation) to autonomous country [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PEATLAND AADELNPT land consisting mostly of peat [n -S] 

PEDALFER ADEEFLPR type of soil [n -S] 

PEMMICAN ACEIMMNP food prepared by Native Americans (Cree) [n -S] 

PEPLOSES EELOPPSS PEPLOS, garment worn by women in ancient Greece [n] 

PEPLUSES EELPPSSU PEPLUS, peplos (garment worn by women in ancient Greece) [n] 

PESTHOLE EEHLOPST place liable to epidemic disease [n -S] 

PETANQUE AEENPQTU French form of lawn bowling [n -S] 

PHILABEG ABEGHILP filibeg (pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders) [n -S] 
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PHILIBEG BEGHIILP filibeg (pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders) [n -S] 

PHOTOMAP AHMOOPPT to map by means of aerial photography [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PHYLLITE EHILLPTY foliated rock [n -S] 

PICAYUNE ACEINPUY former Spanish-American coin [n -S] 

PIEDMONT DEIMNOPT area lying at foot of mountain [n -S] 

PINELAND ADEILNNP land forested with pine [n -S] 

PINGRASS AGINPRSS European weed [n -ES] 

PIRARUCU  ACIPRRUU large food fish (Tupi) [n -S] 

PIROGIES EGIIOPRS PIROGI, PIROG, large Russian pastry [n] 

PIROZHOK HIKOOPRZ small Russian pastry [n -OJKI, -OSHKI, -HKI] 

PITAHAYA AAAHIPTY cactus of southwestern U.S. and Mexico [n -S] 

PIZZELLE EEILLPZZ thin, crisp Italian cookie [n -S] 

PLANOSOL ALLNOOPS type of soil [n -S] 

PLASHIER AEHILPRS PLASHY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

PLATANNA AAALNNPT xenopus (frog native to southern Africa) [n -S]  

PLAYLAND AADLLNPY recreational area [n -S] 

PLOTTAGE AEGLOPTT area of land [n -S] 

PLOWLAND ADLLNOPW land suitable for cultivation [n -S] 

POACHIER ACEHIOPR POACHY, swampy (marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land))) [adj] 

PODSOLIC CDILOOPS PODSOL, podzol (infertile soil) [adj] 

PODZOLIC CDILOOPZ PODZOL, infertile soil [adj] 

POECHORE CEEHOOPR semiarid region [n -S] 

PONTIFEX EFINOPTX ancient Roman priest [n -ICES] 

POORWILL ILLOOPRW small North American bird [n -S] 

POPELESS EELOPPSS POPE, head of Roman Catholic Church [adj] 

POPELIKE EEIKLOPP POPE, head of Roman Catholic Church [adj] 

POPPADOM ADMOOPPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

POPPADUM ADMOPPPU papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

PORKWOOD DKOOOPRW tropical tree [n -S] 

PORPHYRY HOPPRRYY igneous rock [n -RIES] 

POSTBURN BNOPRSTU following burn [adj] 

POSTFIRE EFIOPRST following fire [adj] 

POTHOLER EHLOOPRT one who explores deep underground holes or caves [n -S] 

POTLACHE ACEHLOPT potlach (ceremonial feast) (Chinook) [n -S] 

PRAEFECT ACEEFPRT prefect (ancient Roman official) [n -S] 

PRENOMEN EEMNNOPR first name of ancient Roman [n -S, -MINA] 

PRESIDIA ADEIIPRS Soviet executive committees [n PRESIDIA] 

PRESIDIO DEIIOPRS Spanish fort [n -S] 

PROSECCO CCEOOPRS Italian sparkling wine [n -S] 

PROVINCE CEINOPRV administrative division of country [n -S] 

PSAMMITE AEIMMPST fine-grained rock [n -S] 

PSEPHITE EEHIPPST rock composed of small pebbles [n -S] 

PSILOSIS IILOPSSS tropical disease [n -SES] 

PSILOTIC CIILOPST PSILOSIS, tropical disease [adj] 

PUDDLING DDGILNPU PUDDLE, to strew with puddles (small pools of water) [v] 

PUFFBACK ABCFFKPU small African bird [n -S] 
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PUFFBIRD BDFFIPRU stocky tropical American bird [n -S] 

PUMICITE CEIIMPTU porous volcanic rock [n -S] 

PUNDITIC CDIINPTU PUNDIT, Hindu scholar [adj] 

PYROXENE EENOPRXY any of group of minerals common in igneous rocks [n -S] 
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QINDARKA AADIKNQR QINDAR, qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n] 

QUADRANS AADNQRSU ancient Roman coin [n -NTES] 

QUAESTOR AEOQRSTU ancient Roman magistrate [n -S] 

QUAGGIER AEGGIQRU QUAGGY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

QUAGMIRE AEGIMQRU area of marshy ground [n -S] 

QUAGMIRY AGIMQRUY marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

QUANDANG AADGNNQU quandong (Australian tree) [n -S] 

QUANDONG ADGNNOQU Australian tree [n -S] 

QUANTONG AGNNOQTU quandong (Australian tree) [n -S] 

QUARTIER AEIQRRTU district in French city [n -S] 

QUEZALES AEELQSUZ QUEZAL, quetzal (tropical bird) [n] 

QUILLAIA  AAIILLQU quillai (evergreen tree) (Mapudungun) [n -S] 

QUILLAJA  AAIJLLQU quillai (evergreen tree) (Mapudungun) [n -S] 

QUINZHEE EEHINQUZ shelter made by hollowing out pile of snow (Slavey) [n -S] 

QUISLING GIILNQSU traitor who aids invaders of his country [n -S] 

QURUSHES EHQRSSUU QURUSH, qursh (monetary unit of Saudi Arabia) [n] 
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RABBINIC ABBCIINR pertaining to rabbis (Jewish spiritual leader) [adj] 

RAINFALL AAFILLNR fall of rain [n -S] 

RAINWASH AAHINRSW to wash material downhill by rain [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RAMBUTAN AABMNRTU edible fruit of Malayan tree [n -S] 

RAMTILLA AAILLMRT ramtil (tropical plant) [n -S] 

RANCHERA AACEHNRR type of Mexican country music [n -S] 

RAPESEED ADEEEPRS seed of European herb [n -S] 

RATANIES AAEINRST RATANY, rhatany (South American shrub) [n] 

RAYGRASS AAGRRSSY ryegrass (European grass) [n -ES] 

REDBRICK BCDEIKRR modern British university [n -S] 

REEDBUCK BCDEEKRU African antelope [n -S] 

REEFIEST EEEFIRST REEFY, abounding in ridges of rock [adj] 

REFUSNIK EFIKNRSU Soviet citizen who was refused permission to emigrate [n -S] 

REGOLITH EGHILORT layer of loose rock [n -S] 

REMAPPED ADEEMPPR REMAP, MAP, to delineate on map (representation of region) [v] 

RENDZINA ADEINNRZ type of soil [n -S] 

RENMINBI BEIIMNNR currency in People's Republic of China [n RENMINBI] 

RETIARII AEIIIRRT ancient Roman gladiators [n RETIARII] 

RHAPSODE ADEHOPRS reciter of epic poetry in ancient Greece [n -S] 

RHESUSES EEHRSSSU RHESUS, Asian monkey [n] 

RHYOLITE EHILORTY volcanic rock [n -S] 
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RIDGEWAY ADEGIRWY road or track along ridge [n -S] 

RINGDOVE DEGINORV European pigeon [n -S] 

RIPARIAN AAIINPRR pertaining to bank of river [adj] 

RIVERBED BDEEIRRV area covered or once covered by river [n -S] 

RIVERINE EEIINRRV pertaining to river (large, natural stream of water) [adj] 

ROCKFALL ACFKLLOR mass of fallen rocks [n -S] 

ROCKWORK CKKOORRW natural mass of rocks [n -S] 

ROGATION AGINOORT proposal of law in ancient Rome [n -S] 

ROMANISE AEIMNORS to romanize (to write in Roman alphabet) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ROMANIZE AEIMNORZ to write in Roman alphabet [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ROQUETTE EEOQRTTU arugula (European annual herb) [n -S] 

ROSARIES AEIORRSS ROSARY, series of prayers in Roman Catholic Church [n] 

ROSEWOOD DEOOORSW tropical tree [n -S] 

ROTOTILL ILLOORTT to till soil with type of farming implement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RUBAIYAT  AABIRTUY four-lined stanzas in Persian poetry [n RUBAIYAT] 

RUBBABOO ABBBOORU rubaboo (type of soup) (French & Algonquin) [n -S] 

RURALISE AEILRRSU to ruralize (to make rural) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RURALISM AILMRRSU state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -S] 

RURALIST AILRRSTU one who lives in country [n -S] 

RURALITE AEILRRTU ruralist (one who lives in country) [n -S] 

RURALITY AILRRTUY state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -TIES] 

RURALIZE AEILRRUZ to make rural [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

RUSTICAL ACILRSTU rustic (one who lives in country) [n -S] 

RUSTICLY CILRSTUY in rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) manner [adv] 

RYEGRASS AEGRRSSY European grass [n -ES] 
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SABULOSE ABELOSSU sabulous (sandy (containing or covered with sand)) [adj] 

SABULOUS ABLOSSUU sandy (containing or covered with sand) [adj] 

SACHEMIC ACCEHIMS SACHEM, Native American chief (Narragansett) [adj] 

SAGAMORE AAEGMORS Algonquian Indian chief [n -S] 

SAGANASH AAAGHNSS white man -- Algonquian Indian term [n -ES] 

SALSILLA AAILLLSS tropical plant [n -S] 

SAMBAING AABGIMNS SAMBA, to perform Brazilian dance [v] 

SAMIZDAT AADIMSTZ system in Soviet Union for printing and distributing unauthorized literature [n -S] 

SAMPHIRE AEHIMPRS European herb [n -S] 

SAMSARIC  AACIMRSS SAMSARA, cycle of birth, death, and rebirth in Buddhism [adj] 

SAMSKARA AAAKMRSS Hindu purification ceremony [n -S] 

SANDBANK AABDKNNS large mass of sand [n -S] 

SANDHILL ADHILLNS hill of sand [n -S] 

SANDIEST ADEINSST SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

SANDLESS ADELNSSS lacking sand [adj] 

SANDLIKE ADEIKLNS resembling sand [adj] 

SANDPILE ADEILNPS pile of sand [n -S]  

SANDSPIT ADINPSST small point of land created by sand dunes [n -S] 
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SANDYISH ADHINSSY somewhat sandy [adj] 

SANNYASI AAINNSSY Hindu monk [n -S] 

SARABAND AAABDNRS stately Spanish dance [n -S] 

SASANQUA AAANQSSU Japanese camellia [n -S] 

SASSWOOD ADOOSSSW African tree [n -S] 

SASTRUGA  AAGRSSTU ridge of snow formed by wind in polar regions [n -GI] 

SAVANNAH AAAHNNSV savanna (flat, treeless grassland) [n -S] 

SCABLAND AABCDLNS rocky land with little soil cover [n -S] 

SCAMPIES ACEIMPSS SCAMPI, large shrimp used in Italian cooking [n] 

SCARPING ACGINPRS SCARP, to cut or make into steep slope [v] 

SCENICAL ACCEILNS pertaining to scenery (picturesque landscape or view) [adj] 

SCIMETAR ACEIMRST scimitar (curved sword used by Arabs and Turks) [n -S] 

SCIMITAR ACIIMRST curved sword used by Arabs and Turks [n -S] 

SCIMITER CEIIMRST scimitar (curved sword used by Arabs and Turks) [n -S] 

SCUPPAUG  ACGPPSUU scup (marine food fish) (Narragansett) [n -S] 

SEABEACH AABCEEHS beach lying along sea [n -ES] 

SEABOARD AABDEORS seacoast (land bordering on sea) [n -S] 

SEACOAST AACEOSST land bordering on sea [n -S] 

SEADROME ADEEMORS airport in sea [n -S] 

SEAFRONT AEFNORST area along edge of sea [n -S] 

SEAMOUNT AEMNOSTU undersea mountain [n -S] 

SEASHORE AEEHORSS land bordering on sea [n -S] 

SEAWATER AAEERSTW water from sea [n -S] 

SELAMLIK AEIKLLMS portion of Turkish house reserved for men [n -S] 

SEMIDOME DEEIMMOS half dome [n -S] 

SEMILLON EILLMNOS white grape grown in France [n -S] 

SEMITIST EIIMSSTT one who favors Jewish interests [n -S] 

SENARIUS AEINRSSU Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n -II] 

SENHORES EEHNORSS SENHOR, Portuguese or Brazilian gentleman [n] 

SENORITA AEINORST unmarried Spanish girl or woman [n -S] 

SERAGLIO AEGILORS harem (section of Muslim household reserved for women) [n -S] 

SEROTINE EEINORST European bat [n -S] 

SESTERCE CEEERSST coin of ancient Rome [n -S] 

SEXTARII AEIIRSTX ancient Roman units of liquid measure [n SEXTARII] 

SHADCHAN AACDHHNS Jewish marriage broker [n -IM, -S] 

SHADKHAN AADHHKNS shadchan (Jewish marriage broker) [n -IM, -S] 

SHAHADAH AAADHHHS shahada (Muslim profession of faith) [n -S] 

SHAMANIC AACHIMNS SHAMAN, medicine man among certain Native Americans [adj] 

SHAMIANA AAAHIMNS large tent in India [n -S] 

SHAMISEN AEHIMNSS samisen (Japanese stringed instrument) [n -S] 

SHATOOSH  AHHOOSST fabric made from wool of chiru (Tibetan antelope) [n -ES] 

SHAULING AGHILNSU SHAUL, to shoal (to become shallow) [v] 

SHELDUCK CDEHKLSU European duck [n -S] 

SHERWANI AEHINRSW knee-length coat worn by some men of India [n -S] 

SHIITAKE AEHIIKST dark Oriental mushroom [n -S] 

SHILINGI GHIIILNS monetary unit of Tanzania [n SHILINGI] 
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SHILLING GHIILLNS former monetary unit of Great Britain [n -S] 

SHINTIES EHIINSST SHINTY, Scottish game similar to field hockey [n] 

SHOALEST AEHLOSST SHOAL, shallow (having little depth) [adj] 

SHOALIER AEHILORS SHOALY, full of shallow areas [adj] 

SHOALING AGHILNOS SHOAL, to become shallow [v] 

SHOEPACK  ACEHKOPS shoepac (waterproof boot) (Delaware) [n -S] 

SHOFROTH FHHOORST SHOFAR, ram's-horn trumpet blown in certain Jewish rituals [n] 

SHOGUNAL AGHLNOSU SHOGUN, former military leader of Japan [adj] 

SHWANPAN AAHNNPSW swanpan (Chinese abacus) [n -S] 

SIDALCEA AACDEILS North American herb [n -S] 

SIDDURIM DDIIMRSU SIDDUR, Jewish prayer book [n] 

SIDEHILL DEHIILLS hillside (side of hill) [n -S] 

SIEROZEM EEIMORSZ type of soil [n -S] 

SIMARUBA AABIMRSU tropical tree [n -S] 

SIMOLEON EILMNOOS dollar (monetary unit of United States) [n -S] 

SINICIZE CEIIINSZ to modify by Chinese influence [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SINKHOLE EHIKLNOS natural depression in land surface [n -S] 

SINOLOGY GILNOOSY study of Chinese [n -GIES] 

SIXPENCE CEEINPSX formerly used British coin worth six pennies [n -S] 

SKERRIES EEIKRRSS SKERRY, small, rocky island [n] 

SKILLING GIIKLLNS former coin of Scandinavian countries [n -S] 

SLOWWORM LMOORSWW European lizard having no legs [n -S] 

SLUMMING GILMMNSU SLUM, to visit slums (squalid urban areas) [v] 

SNOWBANK ABKNNOSW mound of snow [n -S] 

SNOWDROP DNOOPRSW European herb [n -S] 

SNOWFALL AFLLNOSW fall of snow [n -S]  

SNOWLAND ADLNNOSW area marked by great amount of snow [n -S] 

SNOWMELT ELMNOSTW water produced by melting of snow [n -S] 

SOAPBARK AABKOPRS tropical tree [n -S] 

SOAPFISH AFHIOPSS tropical fish that produces toxic mucus [n -ES] 

SOILLESS EILLOSSS carried on without soil (finely divided rock mixed with organic matter) [adj] 

SOLONETS ELNOOSST solonetz (type of soil) [n -ES] 

SOLONETZ ELNOOSTZ type of soil [n -ES] 

SOLSTICE CEILOSST time of year when sun is at its greatest distance from celestial equator [n -S] 

SOOCHONG CGHNOOOS souchong (Chinese tea) [n -S] 

SOUCHONG CGHNOOSU Chinese tea [n -S] 

SOUVLAKI AIKLOSUV Greek shish* kebab [n -S] 

SPARTINA AAINPRST salt-marsh grass of coastal regions [n -S] 

SPELAEAN AAEELNPS spelean (living in caves) [adj] 

SPHINGES EGHINPSS SPHINX, monster in Egyptian mythology [n] 

SPHINXES EHINPSSX SPHINX, monster in Egyptian mythology [n] 

SPILLWAY AILLPSWY channel for surplus water in reservoir [n -S] 

SPINIFEX EFIINPSX Australian grass [n -ES] 

SPUMANTE AEMNPSTU Italian sparkling wine [n -S] 

SPURRIES EIPRRSSU SPURRY, European weed [n] 

STAPELIA AAEILPST African plant [n -S] 
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STARLING AGILNRST European bird [n -S] 

STASIMON AIMNOSST choral ode in ancient Greek drama [n -MA] 

STEENBOK BEEKNOST African antelope [n -S] 

STEEPEST EEEPSSTT STEEP, inclined sharply [adj] 

STEINBOK BEIKNOST steenbok (African antelope) [n -S] 

STEMMATA AAEMMSTT STEMMA, scroll recording genealogy of family in ancient Rome [n] 

STERLING EGILNRST British money [n -S] 

STOPBANK ABKNOPST embankment along river [n -S] 

STOTINKA AIKNOSTT monetary unit of Bulgaria [n -S, -KI] 

STOTINOV INOOSTTV STOTIN, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n] 

STREAMED ADEEMRST STREAM, to flow in steady current [v] 

STYLITIC CIILSTTY STYLITE, early Christian ascetic [adj] 

SUBBASIN ABBINSSU section of area drained by river [n -S] 

SUBOCEAN ABCENOSU existing below floor of ocean [adj] 

SUBTOPIA ABIOPSTU suburbs of city [n -S] 

SUBURBAN ABBNRSUU one who lives in suburb [n -S] 

SUBURBIA ABBIRSUU suburbs of city [n -S] 

SUKIYAKI AIIKKSUY Japanese dish [n -S] 

SULTANIC ACILNSTU SULTAN, ruler of Muslim country [adj] 

SURFSIDE DEFIRSSU situated near seashore [adj] 

SURVEYOR EORRSUVY one that surveys land [n -S] 

SVARAJES AAEJRSSV SVARAJ, swaraj (self-government in British India) [n] 

SWAINISH AHIINSSW SWAIN, country boy [adj] 

SWAMPIER AEIMPRSW SWAMPY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

SWAMPING AGIMNPSW SWAMP, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v] 

SWAMPISH AHIMPSSW swampy (marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land))) [adj] 

SWARAJES AAEJRSSW SWARAJ, self-government in British India [n] 

SWEETSOP EEOPSSTW tropical tree [n -S] 

SYCAMORE ACEMORSY North American tree [n -S] 

SYCOMORE CEMOORSY sycamore (North American tree) [n -S] 

SYNCLINE CEILNNSY type of rock formation [n -S] 
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TABOOLEY ABELOOTY tabouli (Lebanese salad containing bulgur wheat, tomatoes, parsley, onions, and mint) [n -S] 

TABOULEH ABEHLOTU tabouli (Lebanese salad containing bulgur wheat, tomatoes, parsley, onions, and mint) [n -S] 

TALAPOIN AAILNOPT small African monkey [n -S] 

TALLISES AEILLSST TALLIS, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TALLISIM AIILLMST TALLIS, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TALLITIM AIILLMTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TALLITOT AILLOTTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n]  

TALMUDIC ACDILMTU pertaining to body of Jewish civil and religious law [adj] 

TAMANDUA AAADMNTU arboreal anteater [n -S] 

TAMARIND AADIMNRT tropical tree [n -S] 

TANGOING AGGINNOT TANGO, to perform Latin American dance [v] 

TANTRISM AIMNRSTT school of Buddhism incorporating Hindu and pagan elements [n -S] 
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TANTRIST AINRSTTT adherent of tantrism (school of Buddhism incorporating Hindu and pagan elements) [n -S] 

TARANTAS AAANRSTT Russian carriage [n -ES] 

TARBOOSH ABHOORST cap worn by Muslim men [n -ES] 

TEABERRY ABEERRTY North American shrub [n -RRIES] 

TEFILLIN EFIILLNT phylacteries worn by Jews [n TEFILLIN] 

TEOSINTE EEINOSTT annual grass (Nahuatl) [n -S] 

TEPHRITE EEHIPRTT volcanic rock [n -S] 

TERIYAKI AEIIKRTY Japanese food [n -S] 

TERRAPIN AEINPRRT North American tortoise [n -S] 

TERRASES AEERRSST TERRAS, trass (volcanic rock) [n] 

TERRASSE AEERRSST paved area outside French cafe [n TERRASSE] 

TIDELAND ADDEILNT land alternately covered and uncovered by tide [n -S] 

TIDELESS DEEILSST lacking tide [adj] 

TIDELIKE DEEIIKLT resembling tide [adj] 

TIDELINE DEEIILNT line on shore marking highest point of tide [n -S] 

TIDEMARK ADEIKMRT mark showing highest or lowest point of tide [n -S] 

TOBOGGAN ABGGNOOT to ride on long, narrow sled (Micmac) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOKONOMA AKMNOOOT small alcove in Japanese house [n -S] 

TOLARJEV AEJLORTV TOLAR, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n] 

TOMAHAWK AAHKMOTW to strike with light ax (Algonquian) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOQUILLA AILLOQTU palmlike plant of South America [n -S] 

TORRIDER DEIORRRT TORRID, extremely hot [adj] 

TORRIDLY DILORRTY TORRID, extremely hot [adv] 

TOURISTA AIORSTTU turista (intestinal sickness affecting tourist in foreign country) [n -S] 

TOWNLESS ELNOSSTW having no towns [adj] 

TOWNSHIP HINOPSTW administrative division of county [n -S] 

TOWNSITE EINOSTTW site of town [n -S] 

TOWNSMAN AMNNOSTW resident of town [n -MEN] 

TOWNWARD ADNORTWW toward town [adv] 

TRACHYTE ACEHRTTY light-colored igneous rock [n -S] 

TRADITOR ADIORRTT traitor among early Christians [n -ES] 

TRAGOPAN AAGNOPRT Asian pheasant [n -S] 

TRAPROCK ACKOPRRT igneous rock [n -S] 

TREELINE EEEILNRT limit north of which trees do not grow [n -S] 

TREVALLY AELLRTVY Australian food fish [n -LLIES, -S] 

TRICHITE CEHIIRTT minute mineral body found in volcanic rocks [n -S] 

TRIENTES EEINRSTT TRIENS, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

TRIMARAN  AAIMNRRT sailing vessel (Tamil) [n -S] 

TRIUMVIR IIMRRTUV one of ruling body of three in ancient Rome [n -I, -S] 

TROOPIAL AILOOPRT troupial (tropical bird) [n -S] 

TROPICAL ACILOPRT plant of region lying between tropics [n -S] 

TROUPIAL AILOPRTU tropical bird [n -S] 

TSUNAMIC ACIMNSTU TSUNAMI, very large ocean wave [adj] 

TUBEROSE BEEORSTU Mexican herb [n -S] 

TUCKAHOE  ACEHKOTU edible root of certain arums (Algonquian) [n -S] 

TUPPENCE CEENPPTU twopence (British coin worth two pennies) [n -S] 
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TURBANED ABDENRTU TURBAN, head covering worn by Muslims [adj] 

TURMERIC CEIMRRTU East Indian herb [n -S] 

TWOPENCE CEENOPTW British coin worth two pennies [n -S] 

TYPHONIC CHINOPTY TYPHOON, tropical hurricane [adj] 

TZEDAKAH AADEHKTZ charitable giving as moral obligation among Jews [n -S] 

TZITZITH HIITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZITH] 
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U 

UINTAITE  AEIINTTU variety of asphalt (Ute) [n -S] 

UNDERTOW DENORTUW seaward pull of receding waves breaking on shore [n -S] 

UNKOSHER EHKNORSU not kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [adj] 

UNMAPPED ADEMNPPU MAPPED, MAP, to delineate on map (representation of region) [adj] 

UPDOMING DGIMNOPU upward deformation of rock mass into dome shape [n -S] 

UPLANDER ADELNPRU inhabitant of upland [n -S] 

UPSTREAM AEMPRSTU toward source of stream [adv] 

URAEUSES AEERSSUU URAEUS, figure of sacred serpent on headdress of ancient Egyptian rulers [n] 

URBANISE ABEINRSU to urbanize (to cause to take on urban characteristics) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

URBANISM ABIMNRSU lifestyle of city dwellers [n -S] 

URBANIST ABINRSTU specialist in city planning [n -S] 

URBANITE ABEINRTU one who lives in city [n -S] 

URBANIZE ABEINRUZ to cause to take on urban characteristics [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

UTILIDOR DIILORTU insulated system of pipes for use in arctic regions [n -S] 
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VALKYRIE AEIKLRVY maiden in Norse mythology [n -S] 

VALLEYED ADEELLVY VALLEY, depression of earth's surface [adj] 

VARENYKY AEKNRVYY Ukrainian stuffed dumplings [n VARENYKY] 

VELARIUM AEILMRUV awning over ancient Roman theater [n -IA] 

VERTISOL EILORSTV type of clayey soil [n -S] 

VILLADOM ADILLMOV world constituted by suburban residences and their occupants [n -S] 

VILLAGEY AEGILLVY pertaining to or characteristic of village [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

VILLATIC ACIILLTV rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [adj] 

VINIFERA AEFIINRV European grape [n -S] 

VISCOUNT CINOSTUV British nobleman [n -X] 

VIZIRATE AEIIRTVZ office of vizir (vizier (high official in some Muslim countries)) [n -S] 

VIZIRIAL AIIILRVZ VIZIR, vizier (high official in some Muslim countries) [adj] 

VOLCANIC ACCILNOV rock produced by volcano [n -S] 

VULCANIC ACCILNUV pertaining to volcano (opening in earth's crust through which molten rock and gases are ejected) [adj] 

VULGUSES EGLSSUUV VULGUS, exercise in Latin formerly required of pupils in some English public schools [n] 
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WAHCONDA  AACDHNOW wakanda (supernatural force in Sioux beliefs) (Sioux) [n -S] 

WALKYRIE AEIKLRWY valkyrie (maiden in Norse mythology) [n -S] 

WALLAROO  AALLOORW large kangaroo (Dharuk) [n -S] 
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WANDEROO ADENOORW Asian monkey [n -S] 

WANNIGAN AAGINNNW wanigan (supply chest used in logging camp) (Ojibwe) [n -S] 

WARRAGAL AAAGLRRW warrigal (dingo (wild dog of Australia)) [n -S] 

WARRIGAL AAGILRRW dingo (wild dog of Australia) [n -S] 

WASTEWAY AAESTWWY channel for excess water [n -S] 

WATERWAY AAERTWWY navigable body of water [n -S] 

WAXPLANT AALNPTWX tropical plant [n -S] 

WELLHEAD ADEEHLLW source of spring or stream [n -S] 

WEREGILD  DEEGILRW wergeld (price paid for taking of man’s life in Anglo-Saxon law [n -S] 

WHITEOUT EHIOTTUW arctic weather condition [n -S] 

WILDLAND ADDILLNW uncultivated land [n -S] 

WILDWOOD DDILOOWW natural forest land [n -S] 

WITHEROD DEHIORTW North American shrub [n -S] 

WOODBIND BDDINOOW woodbine (European shrub) [n -S] 

WOODBINE BDEINOOW European shrub [n -S] 

WOODCHAT ACDHOOTW European shrike [n -S] 

WOODLAND ADDLNOOW land covered with trees [n -S] 

WORMSEED DEEMORSW tropical plant [n -S] 
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XENOLITH EHILNOTX rock fragment included in another rock [n -S] 

XEROSERE EEEORRSX dry-land sere [n -S] 
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Y 

YAHRZEIT AEHIRTYZ anniversary of death of family member observed by Jews [n -S] 

YARDLAND AADDLNRY old English unit of land measure [n -S] 

YARMELKE AEEKLMRY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YARMULKA AAKLMRUY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YARMULKE AEKLMRUY skullcap worn by Jewish males [n -S] 

YATAGHAN AAAGHNTY Turkish sword [n -S] 
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ZAIBATSU AABISTUZ powerful family combine in Japan [n ZAIBATSU] 

ZAMINDAR AADIMNRZ tax collector in precolonial India [n -S] 

ZARZUELA AAELRUZZ Spanish operetta [n -S] 

ZASTRUGA  AAGRSTUZ sastruga (ridge of snow formed by wind in polar regions) [n -S] 

ZECCHINO CCEHINOZ former gold coin of Italy [n -NI, -S] 

ZEMINDAR ADEIMNRZ zamindar (tax collector in precolonial India) [n -S] 

ZIGGURAT AGGIRTUZ ancient Babylonian temple tower (Akkadian) [n -S] 

ZIKKURAT AIKKRTUZ ziggurat (ancient Babylonian temple tower) (Akkadian) [n -S] 

ZOMBIISM BIIMMOSZ system of beliefs connected with West African snake god (Kikongo) [n -S] 
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	AARDVARK AAADKRRV African mammal [n -S]
	AARDWOLF AADFLORW African mammal [n -LVES]
	AFFLUENT AEFFLNTU stream that flows into another [n -S]
	AGRARIAN AAAGINRR one who favors equal distribution of land [n -S]
	AGRESTIC ACEIGRST rural [adj]
	AGROLOGY AGGLOORY science of soils in relation to crops [n -GIES]
	AGRONOMY AGMNOORY application of scientific principles to cultivation of land [n MIES]
	AIGUILLE AEGIILLU sharp, pointed mountain peak [n -S]
	AIRDROME ADEIMORR airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S]
	AIRFIELD ADEFIILR airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S]
	AIRSPACE AACEIPRS portion of atmosphere above particular land area [n -S]
	AIRSTRIP AIIPRRST runway (landing and takeoff strip for aircraft) [n -S]
	ALGUACIL AACGILLU constable in Spanish-speaking country [n -S]
	ALGUAZIL AAGILLUZ alguacil (constable in Spanish-speaking country) [n -S]
	ALIENAGE AAEEGILN state of being foreign (situated outside place or country) [n -S]
	ALIENISM AEIILMNS alienage (state of being foreign (situated outside place or country)) [n -S]
	ALLODIUM ADILLMOU land held in absolute ownership [n -IA]
	ALLUVIAL AAILLLUV soil composed of alluvium [n -S]
	ALLUVION AILLNOUV alluvium (detrital material deposited by running water) [n -S]
	ALLUVIUM AILLMUUV detrital material deposited by running water [n -S, -IA]
	ALPINELY AEILLNPY in lofty (extending high in air) manner [adv]
	AMADAVAT AAAADMTV Asian songbird [n -S]
	AMBARIES AABEIMRS AMBARY, East Indian plant [n]
	AMBROSIA AABIMORS food of Greek and Roman gods [n -S]
	AMORETTO AEMOORTT cupid (naked, winged representation of Roman god of love) [n -TTI, -S]
	AMYGDALE AADEGLMY amygdule (small gas bubble in lava) [n -S]
	AMYGDULE ADEGLMUY small gas bubble in lava [n -S]
	ANDESITE ADEEINST volcanic rock [n -S]
	ANDESYTE ADEENSTY andesite (volcanic rock) [n -S]
	ANTHEMIA AAEHIMNT decorative floral patterns used in Greek art [n ANTHEMIA]
	ANTIPODE ADEINOPT exact opposite [n -S]
	ANTIPOLE AEILNOPT opposite pole [n -S]
	APHANITE AAEHINPT igneous rock [n -S]
	APPANAGE AAAEGNPP land or revenue granted to member of royal family [n -S]
	AQUEDUCT ACDEQTUU water conduit [n -S]
	ARMAGNAC AAACGMNR French brandy [n -S]
	ARTESIAN AAEINRST pertaining to type of well [adj]
	ASPERGES AEEGPRSS Roman Catholic rite [n ASPERGES]
	ASSIGNAT AAGINSST one of notes issued as currency by French revolutionary government [n -S]
	AUSPICES ACEIPSSU AUSPEX, soothsayer of ancient Rome [n]
	AUTOBAHN AABHNOTU German superhighway [n -EN, -S]
	B
	BAASKAAP AAAABKPS baaskap (policy of domination by white people in South Africa) [n -S]
	BAASSKAP AAABKPSS baaskap (policy of domination by white people in South Africa) [n -S]
	BACKLAND AABCDKLN region remote from cities [n -S]
	BACKRUSH ABCHKRSU seaward return of water from wave [n -ES]
	BANKSIDE ABDEIKNS slope of river bank [n -S]
	BARRANCA AAABCNRR steep ravine [n -S]
	BARRANCO AABCNORR barranca (steep ravine) [n -S]
	BASILICA AABCIILS ancient Roman building [n -E, -S]
	BASSETED ABDEESST BASSET, to outcrop (to protrude above soil) [v]
	BAYFRONT ABFNORTY shoreline of bay (inlet of sea) [n -S]
	BEACHIER ABCEEHIR BEACHY, sandy or pebbly [adj]
	BEACHING ABCEGHIN BEACH, to drive ashore [v]
	BERIMBAU ABBEIMRU Brazilian musical instrument [n -S]
	BETONIES BEEINOST BETONY, European herb [n]
	BIRROTCH BCHIORRT BIRR, monetary unit of Ethiopia [n]
	BLACKBOY ABBCKLOY Australian plant [n -S]
	BLACKCAP AABCCKLP small European bird [n -S]
	BLUEBEAT ABBEELTU ska (popular music of Jamaica) [n -S]
	BOGGIEST BEGGIOST BOGGY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj]
	BOURTREE BEEORRTU European tree [n -S]
	BOWERIES BEEIORSW BOWERY, colonial Dutch farm [n]
	BRASILIN ABIILNRS brazilin (chemical compound) [n -S]
	BRAZILIN ABIILNRZ chemical compound [n -S]
	BROGUERY BEGORRUY use of Irish accent [n -RIES]
	BROGUISH BGHIORSU resembling brogue (Irish accent) [adj]
	BROOKITE BEIKOORT mineral [n -S]
	BROOKLET BEKLOORT small brook or creek [n -S]
	BRUNIZEM BEIMNRUZ prairie soil [n -S]
	BULLRUSH BHLLRSUU bulrush (tall marsh plant) [n -S]
	BURGRAVE ABEGRRUV German nobleman [n -S]
	BUSHFIRE BEFHIRSU fire in wooded area [n -S]
	BUSHLAND ABDHLNSU unsettled forest land [n -S]
	BUSHVELD BDEHLSUV veld with shrubby vegetation [n -S]
	C
	CABOTAGE AABCEGOT coastal trade [n -S]
	CACHUCHA AACCCHHU Spanish dance [n -S]
	CADASTER AACDERST public record of land ownership [n -S]
	CADASTRE AACDERST cadaster (public record of land ownership) [n -S]
	CALAMATA AAAACLMT kalamata (black olive grown in Greece) [n -S]
	CALENDAL AACDELLN pertaining to calends (first day of Roman month) [adj]
	CANALING AACGILNN CANAL, to dig artificial waterway through [v]
	CANALISE AACEILNS to canalize (to canal (to dig artificial waterway through)) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	CANALIZE AACEILNZ to canal (to dig artificial waterway through) [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	CANALLED AACDELLN CANAL, to dig artificial waterway through [v]
	CANEPHOR ACEHNOPR Greek maiden bearing basket on her head [n -S]
	CAPOEIRA AACEIOPR Brazilian dance [n -S]
	CAPRIFIG ACFGIIPR European tree [n -S]
	CARAGANA AAAACGNR Asian shrub [n -S]
	CASSISES ACEISSSS CASSIS, European bush [n]
	CATARACT AAACCRTT tremendous waterfall [n -S]
	CAVELIKE ACEEIKLV resembling cave (underground chamber) [adj]
	CAVERNED ACDEENRV CAVERN, to hollow out [v]
	CECROPIA ACCEIOPR large North American moth [n -S]
	CENTIARE ACEEINRT centare (measure of land area) [n -S]
	CHAMPACA AAACCHMP champak (East Indian tree) [n -S]
	CHAPATTI AACHIPTT chapati (unleavened bread of India) [n -S]
	CHAPPATI AACHIPPT chapati (unleavened bread of India) [n -S]
	CHARTING ACGHINRT CHART, to map out [v]
	CHIAUSES ACEHISSU CHIAUS, Turkish messenger [n]
	CHICKPEA ACCEHIKP Asian herb [n -S]
	CHOUSHES CEHHOSSU CHOUSH, chiaus (Turkish messenger) [n]
	CHRESARD ACDEHRRS available water of soil [n -S]
	CHURINGA ACGHINRU sacred object of Australian Aboriginals [n -S]
	CIABATTA AAABCITT type of Italian bread [n -S]
	CIMBALOM ABCILMMO Hungarian dulcimer [n -S]
	CITIFIED CDEFIIIT CITIFY, to urbanize (to cause to take on urban characteristics) [v]
	CITIFIES CEFIIIST CITIFY, to urbanize (to cause to take on urban characteristics) [v]
	CLASSICO ACCILOSS made from grapes grown in certain part of Italy [adj]
	CLIFFIER CEFFIILR CLIFFY, abounding in cliffs [adj]
	CLIFFTOP CFFILOPT top of cliff [n -S]
	CLIMBING BCGIILMN sport or activity of ascending mountains [n -S]
	COALFACE AACCEFLO place where coal is cut out of rock [n -S]
	COASTING ACGINOST coastal trade [n -S]
	COLLEGIA ACEGILLO soviet executive councils [n COLLEGIA]
	COLLUVIA ACILLOUV rock debris [n]
	COLONIES CEILNOOS COLONY, group of emigrants living in new land [n]
	COMITIAL ACIILMOT COMITIA, public assembly in ancient Rome [adj]
	CONDORES CDENOORS CONDOR, coin of Chile [n]
	CONGAING ACGGINNO CONGA, to perform conga (Latin-American dance) [v]
	CONJUNTO CJNNOOTU style of dance music along Mexican border [n -S]
	CONTESSA ACENOSST Italian countess [n -S]
	COOLABAH AABCHLOO Australian gum tree [n -S]
	COOLIBAH ABCHILOO coolabah (Australian gum tree) [n -S]
	COPYHOLD CDHLOOPY type of ownership of land [n -S]
	CORNBALL ABCLLNOR hick (rural person) [n -S]
	CORNETCY CCENORTY rank in British cavalry [n -CIES]
	CORNICHE CCEHINOR road built along cliff [n -S]
	COTHURNI CHINORTU cothurns (buskin worn by ancient Roman actors) [n COTHURNI]
	COUSCOUS CCOOSSUU North African cereal [n -ES]
	CRAGGIER ACEGGIRR CRAGGY, full of crags (large, jagged rocks) [adj]
	CRAGGILY ACEGGIRR CRAGGY, full of crags (large, jagged rocks) [adv]
	CRAGSMAN AACGMNRS one who climbs crags [large, jagged rocks) [n -MEN]
	CRANNIED ACDEINNR CRANNY, crevice [adj]
	CRANNIES ACEINNRS CRANNY, crevice [n]
	CRANNOGE ACEGNNOR crannog (artificial island) [n -S]
	CRATERED ACDEERRT CRATER, to form cavities in surface [v]
	CREVASSE ACEERSSV to fissure (to split (to separate lengthwise)) [v -D, -SSING, -S]
	CROPLAND ACDLNOPR farmland (cultivated land) [n -S]
	CRUZEIRO CEIORRUZ former monetary unit of Brazil [n -S]
	CUTCHERY CCEHRTUY judicial office in India [n -RIES]
	CYMBALOM ABCLMMOY cimbalom (Hungarian dulcimer) [n -S]
	CYPRUSES CEPRSSUY CYPRUS, cypress (thin fabric) [n]
	D
	DAISHIKI ADHIIIKS dashiki (African tunic) [n -S]
	DAKERHEN ADEEHKNR European bird [n -S]
	DALESMAN AADELMNS one living in dale [n -MEN]
	DANISHES ADEHINSS DANISH, pastry of raised dough [n]
	DATARIES AADEIRST DATARY, cardinal in Roman Catholic Church [n]
	DECEMVIR CDEEIMRV one of body of ten Roman magistrates [n -I, -S]
	DECURIES CDEEIRSU DECURY, group of ten soldiers in ancient Rome [n]
	DEMIURGE DEEGIMRU magistrate of ancient Greece [n -S]
	DENARIUS ADEINRSU coin of ancient Rome [n -II]
	DEPORTED DDEEOPRT DEPORT, to expel from country [v]
	DEPORTER DEEOPRRT one that deports (to expel from country) [n -S]
	DESANDED ADDDEENS DESAND, to remove sand from [v]
	DESERTIC CDEEIRST arid and barren [adj]
	DETRITUS DEIRSTTU particles of rock [n DETRITUS]
	DHURRIES DEHIRRSU DHURRIE, cotton rug made in India [n]
	DIOBOLON BDILNOOO diobol (coin of ancient Greece) [n -S]
	DIORITIC CDIIIORT DIORITE, igneous rock [adj]
	DOBLONES BDELNOOS DOBLON, former gold coin of Spain and Spanish America [n]
	DOCKLAND ACDDKLNO part of port occupied by docks [n -S]
	DOLCETTO CDELOOTT red wine of Italy [n -S]
	DOUBLOON BDLNOOOU former Spanish gold coin [n -S]
	DOWNHILL DHILLNOW downward slope [n -S]
	DOWNLAND ADDLNNOW rolling treeless upland [n -S]
	DOWNWARP ADNOPRWW broad surface depression [n -S]
	DRAGOMAN AADGMNOR interpreter in Near Eastern countries [n -S, -MEN]
	DRAWDOWN ADDNORWW lowering of water level [n -S]
	DRIFTAGE ADEFGIRT act of drifting (to move along in current) [n -S]
	DRIFTIER DEFIIRRT DRIFTY, full of drifts (masses of wind-driven snow) [adj]
	DRIFTING DFGIINRT DRIFT, to move along in current [v]
	DUNELAND ADDELNNU area having many dunes [n -S]
	DUNELIKE DEEIKLNU DUNE, hill of sand [adj]
	DUTCHMAN ACDHMNTU something used to hide structural defects [n -MEN]
	E
	EARTHING AEGHINRT EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v]
	EARTHNUT AEHNRTTU European herb [n -S]
	ECCLESIA ACCEEILS assembly in ancient Greece [n -E]
	ECLOGITE CEEGILOT type of rock [n -S]
	EGYPTIAN AEGINPTY typeface with squared serifs [n -S]
	ELUVIATE AEEILTUV to undergo transfer of materials in soil [v -D, -TING, -S]
	EMBAYING ABEGIMNY EMBAY, to enclose in bay [v]
	EMIGRANT AEGIMNRT one that emigrates (to leave one country or region to settle in another) [n -S]
	EMIGRATE AEEGIMRT to leave one country or region to settle in another [v -D, -TING, -S]
	ENCHORIC CCEHINOR belonging to particular country [adj]
	ENTELLUS EELLNSTU hanuman (East Indian monkey) [n -ES]
	ERUPTIVE EEIPRTUV type of rock [n -S]
	ESCARPED ACDEEPRS ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v]
	EUROLAND ADELNORU eurozone (area formed by countries using euro) [n -S]
	EUROZONE EENOORUZ area formed by countries using euro [n -S]
	EXILABLE ABEEILLX EXILE, to banish from one's own country [adj]
	EXPORTED DEEOPRTX EXPORT, to send to other countries for commercial purposes [v]
	EXPORTER EEOPRRTX one that exports (to send to other countries for commercial purposes) [n -S]
	F
	FAHLBAND AABDFHLN band or stratum of rock impregnated with metallic sulfides [n -S]
	FANDANGO AADFGNNO lively Spanish dance [n -ES, -S]
	FANEGADA AAADEFGN Spanish unit of area [n -S]
	FARMLAND AADFLMNR cultivated land [n -S]
	FARTHING AFGHINRT former British coin [n -S]
	FAUNLIKE AEFIKLNU FAUN, woodland deity of Roman mythology [adj]
	FEEDYARD ADDEEFRY feedlot (plot of land on which livestock is fattened) [n -S]
	FELDSHER DEEFHLRS medical worker in Russia [n -S]
	FELLAHIN AEFHILLN FELLAH, peasant or laborer in Arab countries [n]
	FELSTONE EEFLNOST felsite (igneous rock) [n -S]
	FENCEROW CEEFNORW land occupied by fence [n -S]
	FENNIEST EEFINNST FENNY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj]
	FEUDALLY ADEFLLUY FEUDAL, pertaining to political and economic system of medieval Europe [adv]
	FINNMARK AFIKMNNR finmark (former monetary unit of Finland) [n -S]
	FLAMINES AEFILMNS FLAMEN, priest of ancient Rome [n]
	FLATLAND AADFLLNT land lacking significant variation in elevation [n -S]
	FLEAWORT AEFLORTW European herb [n -S]
	FLOODING DFGILNOO filling with fluid to excess [n -S] / FLOOD, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v]
	FLOODWAY ADFLOOWY overflow channel [n -S]
	FLORENCE CEEFLNOR florin (former gold coin of Europe) [n -S]
	FLYSCHES CEFHLSSY FLYSCH, sandstone deposit [n]
	FOCACCIA AACCCFIO flat Italian bread [n -S]
	FOODLAND ADDFLNOO land for production of food [n -S]
	FOOTHILL FHILLOOT low hill at foot of higher hills [n -S]
	FORELAND ADEFLNOR projecting mass of land [n -S]
	FRANCISE ACEFINRS to francize (to force to adopt French customs and language) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	FRANCIZE ACEFINRZ to force to adopt French customs and language [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	FRASCATI AACFIRST Italian white wine [n -S]
	FRAULEIN AEFILNRU German governess [n -S]
	FRENCHED CDEEFHNR FRENCH, to cut into thin strips before cooking [v]
	FRENCHES CEEFHNRS FRENCH, to cut into thin strips before cooking [v]
	FRIULANO AFILNORU mild Italian cheese [n -S]
	FURROWED DEFORRUW FURROW, to make furrows (narrow depressions) in [v]
	FURROWER EFORRRUW one that furrows (to make furrows (narrow depressions) in) [n -S]
	G
	GALLERIA AAEGILLR roofed promenade or court [n -S]
	GALLICAN AACGILLN pertaining to French religious movement [adj]
	GAMMADIA AAADGIMM Greek ornamental designs [n GAMMADIA]
	GANISTER AEGINRST type of rock [n -S]
	GARBANZO AABGNORZ chickpea (Asian herb) [n -S]
	GASTHAUS AAGHSSTU small hotel in Germany [n -ER, -ES]
	GENTRIFY EFGINRTY to renew decayed urban area so as to attract middle-class residents [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	GEODESIC CDEEGIOS geometric line [n -S]
	GEODETIC CDEEGIOT pertaining to geodesy (geographical surveying) [adj]
	GEOMANCY ACEGMNOY method of foretelling future by geographical features [n -CIES]
	GEYSERED DEEEGRSY GEYSER, to eject jets of hot water and steam [v]
	GHARRIES AEGHIRRS GHARRY, carriage used in India [n]
	GLACIATE AACEGILT to cover with glaciers [v -D, -TING, -S]
	GLACISES ACEGILSS GLACIS, slope [n]
	GLASNOST AGLNOSST Soviet policy of open political discussion [n -S]
	GLENLIKE EEGIKLLN GLEN, small valley (depression of earth's surface) [adj]
	GLOBALLY ABGLLLOY GLOBAL, spherical (resembling sphere) [adv]
	GNEISSES EEGINSSS GNEISS, type of rock [n]
	GRACIOSO ACGIOORS clown in Spanish comedy [n -S]
	GRAECIZE ACEEGIRZ to grecize (to provide with Greek style) [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	GREENWAY AEEGNRWY piece of undeveloped land in city [n -S]
	GRISETTE EEGIRSTT young French working-class girl [n -S]
	GROSCHEN CEGHNORS formerly used Austrian coin [n GROSCHEN]
	GROTTOED DEGOORTT GROTTO, cave [adj]
	GROTTOES EGOORSTT GROTTO, cave [n]
	GULFLIKE EFGIKLLU resembling deep chasm [adj]
	GULLYING GGILLNUY GULLY, to form ravines by action of water [v]
	H
	HABANERA AAABEHNR Cuban dance [n -S]
	HALIEROV AEHILORV HALIER, former monetary unit of Slovakia [n]
	HALUTZIM AHILMTUZ HALUTZ, Israeli farmer [n]
	HARROWED ADEHORRW HARROW, to break up and level soil [v]
	HARROWER AEHORRRW one that harrows (to break up and level soil) [n -S]
	HARROWS AHORRSW HARROW, to break up and level soil [v]
	HARUSPEX AEHPRSUX soothsayer of ancient Rome [n -ICES]
	HAWFINCH ACFHHINW Eurasian finch [n -ES]
	HAZELHEN AEEHHLNZ European grouse [n -S]
	HEADGATE AADEEGHT gate to control flow of water [n -S]
	HEADLAND AADDEHLN cliff (high, steep face of rock) [n -S]
	HEADPOND ADDEHNOP pond created behind dam [n -S]
	HEADRACE AACDEEHR water channel [n -S]
	HEUCHERA ACEEHHRU North American plant [n -S]
	HIGHLAND ADGHHILN elevated region [n -S]
	HILLIEST EHIILLST HILLY, abounding in hills [adj]
	HILLOCKY CHIKLLOY HILLOCK, small hill [adj]
	HILLSIDE DEHIILLS side of hill [n -S]
	HIPPARCH ACHHIPPR cavalry commander in ancient Greece [n -S]
	HIPPYISH HHIIPPSY relating to or resembling hippie [adj]
	HIRAGANA AAAGHINR Japanese cursive script [n -S]
	HOMELAND ADEHLMNO one's native land [n -S]
	HOMESTAY AEHMOSTY period during which visitor in foreign country lives with local family [n -S]
	HORNFELS EFHLNORS silicate rock [n HORNFELS, -ES]
	HOSPODAR ADHOOPRS governor of region under Turkish rule [n -S]
	HUIPILES EHIILPSU HUIPIL, embroidered blouse or dress of Mexico [n]
	HUSTINGS GHINSSTU British court [n -S]
	HYDRILLA ADHILLRY aquatic Asian plant [n -S]
	I
	ICESCAPE ACCEEIPS landscape covered with ice [n -S]
	ILLUVIAL AIILLLUV ILLUVIUM, type of material accumulated in soil [adj]
	ILLUVIUM IILLMUUV type of material accumulated in soil [n -S, -IA]
	IMPORTED DEIMOPRT IMPORT, to bring into country from abroad [v]
	IMPORTER EIMOPRRT one that imports (to bring into country from abroad) [n -S]
	INLANDER ADEILNNR one living in interior of region [n -S]
	INSOURCE CEINORSU to procure goods and services from within one's own country [v D, -CING, -S]
	INTIFADA AADFIINT uprising of Palestinians against Israelis [n -S]
	ISARITHM AHIIMRST isopleth (type of isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value)) [n -S]
	ISLANDED ADDEILNS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v]
	ISLANDER ADEILNRS one that lives on island [n -S]
	ISLELESS EEILLSSS lacking isle (small island) [adj]
	ISOCHEIM CEHIIMOS type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature) [n -S]
	ISOCHIME CEHIIMOS isocheim (type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature)) [n -S]
	ISOCLINE CEIILNOS type of rock formation [n -S]
	ISOGLOSS GILOOSSS line on map between linguistically varied areas [n -ES]
	ISOGONAL AGILNOOS isogone (line on map used to show characteristics of earth's magnetic field) [n -S]
	ISOGONIC CGIINOOS isogone (line on map used to show characteristics of earth's magnetic field) [n -S]
	ISOGRAPH AGHIOPRS line on map indicating areas that are linguistically similar [n -S]
	ISOPLETH EHILOPST type of isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value) [n -S]
	ISOTHERE EEHIORST type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature) [n -S]
	ISOTHERM EHIMORST line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature [n -S]
	ISTHMIAN AHIIMNST native of isthmus [n -S]
	ISTHMOID DHIIMOST isthmic (pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses)) [adj]
	J
	JANISARY AAIJNRSY janizary (Turkish soldier) [n -RIES]
	JANIZARY AAIJNRYZ Turkish soldier [n -RIES]
	JAPANIZE AAEIJNPZ to make Japanese [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	JAPANNED AADEJNNP JAPAN, to coat with glossy, black lacquer [v]
	JAPANNER AAEJNNPR one that japans (to coat with glossy, black lacquer) [n -S]
	JAPONICA AACIJNOP Asian shrub [n -S]
	JIUJITSU IIJJSTUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S]
	JIUJUTSU IJJSTUUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S]
	JOHANNES AEHJNNOS Portuguese coin [n JOHANNES]
	K
	KAKEMONO AEKKMNOO Japanese scroll [n -S]
	KAKIEMON AEIKKMNO Japanese porcelain [n -S]
	KALAMATA AAAAKLMT black olive grown in Greece [n -S]
	KAMEEZES AEEEKMSZ KAMEEZ, long tunic worn by some people of India [n]
	KAOLIANG AAGIKLNO Asian sorghum [n -S]
	KAROSSES AEKORSSS KAROSS, African garment [n]
	KATAKANA AAAAKKNT Japanese syllabic symbol [n -S]
	KATCHINA AACHIKNT kachina (ancestral spirit) [n -S]
	KAVASSES AAEKSSSV KAVASS, Turkish policeman [n]
	KAZACHKI AACHIKKZ KAZACHOK, Russian folk dance [n]
	KAZACHOC AACCHKOZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -S]
	KAZACHOK AACHKKOZ Russian folk dance [n -HKI]
	KAZATSKI AAIKKSTZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -ES]
	KAZATSKY AAKKSTYZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -KIES]
	KEDGEREE DEEEEGKR food in India [n -S]
	KEIRETSU EEIKRSTU coalition of business groups in Japan [n -S]
	KHEDIVAL ADEHIKLV KHEDIVE, Turkish viceroy [adj]
	KINKAJOU AIJKKNOU arboreal mammal [n -S]
	KIRIGAMI AGIIIKMR Japanese art of folding paper [n -S]
	KLEPHTIC CEHIKLPT KLEPHT, Greek guerrilla [adj]
	KOLHOZES EHKLOOSZ KOLHOZ, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n]
	KOLINSKI IIKKLNOS kolinsky (Asian mink) [n -ES]
	KOLINSKY IKKLNOSY Asian mink [n -KIES]
	KOLKOZES EKKLOOSZ KOLKOZ, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n]
	KREUTZER EEKRRTUZ former monetary unit of Austria [n -S]
	KURUSHES EHKRSSUU KURUSH, monetary unit of Turkey [n]
	L
	LACEWOOD ACDELOOW Australian tree [n -S]
	LACUNOSE ACELNOSU marked by shallow depressions [adj]
	LAGOONAL AAGLLNOO LAGOON, shallow body of water [adj]
	LAKEFILL AEFIKLLL area of land built by filling lake [n -S]
	LAKEHEAD AADEEHKL shore of lake farthest from outlet [n -S]
	LAKELAND AADEKLLN area with many lakes [n -S]
	LAKELIKE AEEIKKLL LAKE, sizable inland body of water [adj]
	LAKEPORT AEKLOPRT city located on shore of lake [n -S]
	LAKESIDE ADEEIKLS land along edge of lake [n -S]
	LAKEVIEW AEEIKLVW overlooking lake [adj]
	LAKEWARD AADEKLRW facing lake [adj]
	LAMBDOID ABDDILMO LAMBDA, Greek letter [adj]
	LANCIERS ACEILNRS French dance [n LANCIERS]
	LANDFALL AADFLLLN sighting or approach to land [n -S]
	LANDFAST AADFLNST attached to shore -- used of ice [adj]
	LANDFORM ADFLMNOR natural feature of earth's surface [n -S]
	LANDMASS AADLMNSS large area of land [n -ES]
	LANDSKIP ADIKLNPS landscape [n -S]
	LANDSLIP ADILLNPS fall of mass of earth [n -S]
	LANDWASH AADHLNSW shore area between high-water mark and sea [n -ES]
	LANGLAUF AAFGLLNU cross-country ski run [n -S]
	LAPILLUS AILLLPSU small fragment of lava [n -LLI]
	LATERITE AEEILRTT type of soil [n -S]
	LATINITY AIILNTTY manner of writing or speaking Latin [n -TIES]
	LATINIZE AEIILNTZ to translate into Latin [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	LAVALIKE AAEIKLLV resembling lava (molten rock that issues from volcano) [adj]
	LAVASHES AAEHLSSV LAVASH, thin flat bread of Armenian origin [n]
	LEAFMOLD ADEFLLMO soil composed mostly of decayed leaves [n -S]
	LECYTHUS CEHLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI]
	LEKYTHOS EHKLOSTY oil jar used in ancient Greece [n -OI]
	LEKYTHUS EHKLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI]
	LEMURINE EEILMNRU pertaining to lemur (arboreal mammal related to monkeys) [adj]
	LEMUROID DEILMORU lemur (arboreal mammal related to monkeys) [n -S]
	LEPTONIC CEILNOPT LEPTON, former monetary unit of Greece [adj]
	LIMBOING BGIILMNO LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v]
	LIMNETIC CEIILMNT pertaining to open water of lake or pond [adj]
	LINGUICA ACGIILNU spicy Portuguese sausage [n -S]
	LINGUISA AGIILNSU linguica (spicy Portuguese sausage) [n -S]
	LITHOSOL HILLOOST type of soil [n -S]
	LITTORAL AILLORTT coastal region [n -S]
	LOESSIAL AEILLOSS LOESS, soil deposit [adj]
	LUNGWORT GLNORTUW European herb [n -S]
	LYREBIRD BDEILRRY Australian bird [n -S]
	M
	MAENADES AADEEMNS MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [n]
	MAENADIC AACDEIMN MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [adj]
	MAHARAJA AAAAHJMR king or prince in India [n -S]
	MAHJONGG AGGHJMNO mahjong (game of Chinese origin) [n -S]
	MAINLAND AADILMNN principal land mass [n -S]
	MAJLISES AEIJLMSS MAJLIS, parliament in various North African and Middle Eastern countries [n]
	MAKIMONO AIKMMNOO Japanese ornamental scroll [n -S]
	MAMELUKE AEEKLMMU slave in Muslim countries [n -S]
	MANDRAKE AADEKMNR European herb [n -S]
	MAPMAKER AAEKMMPR one that makes maps [n -S]
	MAPPABLE AABELMPP capable of being mapped [adj]
	MARABOUT AABMORTU marabou (African stork) [n -S]
	MARAVEDI AADEIMRV former coin of Spain [n -S]
	MARGRAVE AAEGMRRV military governor of medieval German border province [n -S]
	MARIACHI AACHIIMR Mexican musical band [n -S]
	MARISHES AEHIMRSS MARISH, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n]
	MARQUESS AEMQRSSU marquis (European nobleman) [n -ES]
	MARSHIER AEHIMRRS MARSHY, resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land) [adj]
	MASTABAH AAABHMST mastaba (ancient Egyptian tomb) [n -S]
	MAZOURKA AAKMORUZ mazurka (Polish dance) [n -S]
	MBAQANGA AAABGMNQ South African dance music [n -S]
	MEMSAHIB ABEHIMMS European woman living in colonial India [n -S]
	MIDWATER ADEIMRTW middle portion vertically of body of water [n -S]
	MIJNHEER EEHIJMNR mynheer (Dutch title of courtesy for man) [n -S]
	MILESIMO EIILMMOS former monetary unit of Chile [n -S]
	MILLIARY AIILLMRY ancient Roman milestone [n -RIES]
	MIQUELET EEILMQTU former Spanish or French soldier [n -S]
	MIRINESS EIIMNRSS state of being miry (swampy (marshy (resembling marsh))) [n -ES]
	MOFFETTE EEFFMOTT mofette (noxious emanation from fissure in earth) [n -S]
	MOLEHILL EHILLLMO small mound of earth [n -S]
	MONELLIN EILLMNNO protein extracted from West African red berry [n -S]
	MONSIEUR EIMNORSU French title of courtesy for man [n MESSIEURS]
	MOORIEST EIMOORST MOORY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj]
	MOORLAND ADLMNOOR tract of marshy land [n -S]
	MORAINAL AAILMNOR MORAINE, accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [adj]
	MORAINIC ACIIMNOR MORAINE, accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [adj]
	MORASSES AEMORSSS MORASS, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n]
	MOSHAVIM AHIMMOSV MOSHAV, cooperative settlement of small farms in Israel [n]
	MOUNTAIN AIMNNOTU large, natural elevation of earth's surface [n -S]
	MRIDANGA AADGIMNR drum of India [n -S]
	MUDFLATS ADFLMSTU MUDFLAT, level tract alternately covered and left bare by tide [n]
	MUDSLIDE DDEILMSU mudflow down slope [n -S]
	MUDSTONE DEMNOSTU type of rock [n -S]
	MURRHINE EHIMNRRU MURRHA, murra (substance used to make fine vases and cups in ancient Rome) [adj]
	MUSCADET ACDEMSTU dry white French wine [n -S]
	MUSKOXEN EKMNOSUX MUSKOX, large bovid of arctic regions [n]
	MYLONITE EILMNOTY type of rock [n -S]
	N
	NARWHALE AAEHLNRW narwhal (arctic aquatic mammal) [n -S]
	NGULTRUM GLMNRTUU monetary unit of Bhutan [n -S]
	NINJUTSU IJNNSTUU traditional Japanese method of spying [n -S]
	NIZAMATE AAEIMNTZ territory of nizam [n -S]
	NOMARCHY ACHMNORY nome (province of modern Greece) [n -HIES]
	NONPAPAL AALNNOPP not papal (pertaining to pope (head of Roman Catholic Church)) [adj]
	NONRURAL ALNNORRU not rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [adj]
	NONTIDAL ADILNNOT not tidal [adj]
	NONURBAN ABNNNORU not urban (pertaining to city (large town)) [adj]
	NOUVELLE EELLNOUV style of French cooking [n -S]
	NUMCHUCK CCHKMNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S]
	NUNCHAKU ACHKNNUU Japanese weapon [n -S]
	NUNCHUCK CCHKNNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S]
	O
	OCOTILLO CILLOOOT Mexican shrub [n -S]
	OFFSHORE EFFHOORS area of submerged land out from shore [n -S]
	OGHAMIST AGHIMOST one who writes in ogham (Old Irish alphabet) [n -S]
	OITICICA ACCIIIOT South American tree [n -S]
	ORIENTAL AEILNORT inhabitant of eastern country [n -S]
	OROGENIC CEGINOOR OROGENY, process of mountain formation [adj]
	OUISTITI IIIOSTTU South American monkey [n -S]
	OXPECKER CEEKOPRX African bird [n -S]
	OXTONGUE EGNOOTUX European herb [n -S]
	P
	PACHINKO ACHIKNOP Japanese pinball game [n -S]
	PACHOULI ACHILOPU East Indian herb [n -S]
	PAHOEHOE AEEHHOOP smooth solidified lava [n -S]
	PALATINE AAEILNPT high officer of empire [n -S]
	PALEOSOL AELLOOPS layer of ancient soil [n -S]
	PALESTRA AAELPRST school for athletics in ancient Greece [n -E, -S]
	PANCETTA AACENPTT unsmoked Italian bacon [n -S]
	PAPPADAM AAADMPPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S]
	PAPPADUM AADMPPPU papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S]
	PARCHESI ACEHIPRS pachisi (board game of India) [n -S]
	PARCHISI ACHIIPRS pachisi (board game of India) [n -S]
	PARKLAND AADKLNPR grassland region with isolated or grouped trees [n -S]
	PARMESAN AAEMNPRS hard, dry Italian cheese [n -S]
	PASHALIC AACHILPS pashalik (territory of pasha) [n -S]
	PASHALIK AAHIKLPS territory of pasha [n -S]
	PASHMINA AAHIMNPS wool obtained from Himalayan goats [n -S]
	PASSPORT AOPPRSST document allowing travel from one country to another [n -S]
	PASTISES AEIPSSST PASTIS, French liqueur [n]
	PASTITSO AIOPSSTT Greek dish of ground meat, pasta, white sauce, and cheese [n -S]
	PASTORAL AALOPRST literary or artistic work that depicts country life [n -S]
	PATRIATE AAEIPRTT to transfer (power of legislation) to autonomous country [v -D, -TING, -S]
	PEATLAND AADELNPT land consisting mostly of peat [n -S]
	PEDALFER ADEEFLPR type of soil [n -S]
	PEPLOSES EELOPPSS PEPLOS, garment worn by women in ancient Greece [n]
	PEPLUSES EELPPSSU PEPLUS, peplos (garment worn by women in ancient Greece) [n]
	PETANQUE AEENPQTU French form of lawn bowling [n -S]
	PHOTOMAP AHMOOPPT to map by means of aerial photography [v -PPED, -PPING, -S]
	PHYLLITE EHILLPTY foliated rock [n -S]
	PICAYUNE ACEINPUY former Spanish-American coin [n -S]
	PIEDMONT DEIMNOPT area lying at foot of mountain [n -S]
	PINELAND ADEILNNP land forested with pine [n -S]
	PINGRASS AGINPRSS European weed [n -ES]
	PIROGIES EGIIOPRS PIROGI, PIROG, large Russian pastry [n]
	PIROZHOK HIKOOPRZ small Russian pastry [n -OJKI, -OSHKI, -HKI]
	PITAHAYA AAAHIPTY cactus of southwestern U.S. and Mexico [n -S]
	PIZZELLE EEILLPZZ thin, crisp Italian cookie [n -S]
	PLANOSOL ALLNOOPS type of soil [n -S]
	PLASHIER AEHILPRS PLASHY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj]
	PLATANNA AAALNNPT xenopus (frog native to southern Africa) [n -S]
	PLAYLAND AADLLNPY recreational area [n -S]
	PLOTTAGE AEGLOPTT area of land [n -S]
	PLOWLAND ADLLNOPW land suitable for cultivation [n -S]
	POACHIER ACEHIOPR POACHY, swampy (marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land))) [adj]
	PODSOLIC CDILOOPS PODSOL, podzol (infertile soil) [adj]
	PODZOLIC CDILOOPZ PODZOL, infertile soil [adj]
	PONTIFEX EFINOPTX ancient Roman priest [n -ICES]
	POORWILL ILLOOPRW small North American bird [n -S]
	POPELESS EELOPPSS POPE, head of Roman Catholic Church [adj]
	POPELIKE EEIKLOPP POPE, head of Roman Catholic Church [adj]
	POPPADOM ADMOOPPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S]
	POPPADUM ADMOPPPU papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S]
	PORPHYRY HOPPRRYY igneous rock [n -RIES]
	POTHOLER EHLOOPRT one who explores deep underground holes or caves [n -S]
	PRAEFECT ACEEFPRT prefect (ancient Roman official) [n -S]
	PRENOMEN EEMNNOPR first name of ancient Roman [n -S, -MINA]
	PRESIDIA ADEIIPRS Soviet executive committees [n PRESIDIA]
	PRESIDIO DEIIOPRS Spanish fort [n -S]
	PROSECCO CCEOOPRS Italian sparkling wine [n -S]
	PROVINCE CEINOPRV administrative division of country [n -S]
	PSAMMITE AEIMMPST fine-grained rock [n -S]
	PSEPHITE EEHIPPST rock composed of small pebbles [n -S]
	PUDDLING DDGILNPU PUDDLE, to strew with puddles (small pools of water) [v]
	PUFFBACK ABCFFKPU small African bird [n -S]
	PUMICITE CEIIMPTU porous volcanic rock [n -S]
	PYROXENE EENOPRXY any of group of minerals common in igneous rocks [n -S]
	Q
	QINDARKA AADIKNQR QINDAR, qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n]
	QUADRANS AADNQRSU ancient Roman coin [n -NTES]
	QUAESTOR AEOQRSTU ancient Roman magistrate [n -S]
	QUAGGIER AEGGIQRU QUAGGY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj]
	QUAGMIRE AEGIMQRU area of marshy ground [n -S]
	QUAGMIRY AGIMQRUY marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj -RIER, -RIEST]
	QUANDANG AADGNNQU quandong (Australian tree) [n -S]
	QUANDONG ADGNNOQU Australian tree [n -S]
	QUANTONG AGNNOQTU quandong (Australian tree) [n -S]
	QUARTIER AEIQRRTU district in French city [n -S]
	QUISLING GIILNQSU traitor who aids invaders of his country [n -S]
	QURUSHES EHQRSSUU QURUSH, qursh (monetary unit of Saudi Arabia) [n]
	R
	RAINFALL AAFILLNR fall of rain [n -S]
	RAINWASH AAHINRSW to wash material downhill by rain [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	RAMBUTAN AABMNRTU edible fruit of Malayan tree [n -S]
	RANCHERA AACEHNRR type of Mexican country music [n -S]
	RAPESEED ADEEEPRS seed of European herb [n -S]
	RATANIES AAEINRST RATANY, rhatany (South American shrub) [n]
	RAYGRASS AAGRRSSY ryegrass (European grass) [n -ES]
	REDBRICK BCDEIKRR modern British university [n -S]
	REEDBUCK BCDEEKRU African antelope [n -S]
	REEFIEST EEEFIRST REEFY, abounding in ridges of rock [adj]
	REFUSNIK EFIKNRSU Soviet citizen who was refused permission to emigrate [n -S]
	REGOLITH EGHILORT layer of loose rock [n -S]
	REMAPPED ADEEMPPR REMAP, MAP, to delineate on map (representation of region) [v]
	RENDZINA ADEINNRZ type of soil [n -S]
	RENMINBI BEIIMNNR currency in People's Republic of China [n RENMINBI]
	RETIARII AEIIIRRT ancient Roman gladiators [n RETIARII]
	RHAPSODE ADEHOPRS reciter of epic poetry in ancient Greece [n -S]
	RHESUSES EEHRSSSU RHESUS, Asian monkey [n]
	RHYOLITE EHILORTY volcanic rock [n -S]
	RINGDOVE DEGINORV European pigeon [n -S]
	RIPARIAN AAIINPRR pertaining to bank of river [adj]
	RIVERBED BDEEIRRV area covered or once covered by river [n -S]
	RIVERINE EEIINRRV pertaining to river (large, natural stream of water) [adj]
	ROCKFALL ACFKLLOR mass of fallen rocks [n -S]
	ROCKWORK CKKOORRW natural mass of rocks [n -S]
	ROGATION AGINOORT proposal of law in ancient Rome [n -S]
	ROMANISE AEIMNORS to romanize (to write in Roman alphabet) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	ROMANIZE AEIMNORZ to write in Roman alphabet [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	ROQUETTE EEOQRTTU arugula (European annual herb) [n -S]
	ROSARIES AEIORRSS ROSARY, series of prayers in Roman Catholic Church [n]
	ROTOTILL ILLOORTT to till soil with type of farming implement [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RURALISE AEILRRSU to ruralize (to make rural) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	RURALISM AILMRRSU state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -S]
	RURALIST AILRRSTU one who lives in country [n -S]
	RURALITE AEILRRTU ruralist (one who lives in country) [n -S]
	RURALITY AILRRTUY state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -TIES]
	RURALIZE AEILRRUZ to make rural [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	RUSTICLY CILRSTUY in rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) manner [adv]
	RYEGRASS AEGRRSSY European grass [n -ES]
	S
	SABULOSE ABELOSSU sabulous (sandy (containing or covered with sand)) [adj]
	SABULOUS ABLOSSUU sandy (containing or covered with sand) [adj]
	SAGAMORE AAEGMORS Algonquian Indian chief [n -S]
	SAGANASH AAAGHNSS white man -- Algonquian Indian term [n -ES]
	SAMBAING AABGIMNS SAMBA, to perform Brazilian dance [v]
	SAMIZDAT AADIMSTZ system in Soviet Union for printing and distributing unauthorized literature [n -S]
	SAMPHIRE AEHIMPRS European herb [n -S]
	SANDBANK AABDKNNS large mass of sand [n -S]
	SANDHILL ADHILLNS hill of sand [n -S]
	SANDIEST ADEINSST SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj]
	SANDLESS ADELNSSS lacking sand [adj]
	SANDLIKE ADEIKLNS resembling sand [adj]
	SANDPILE ADEILNPS pile of sand [n -S]
	SANDSPIT ADINPSST small point of land created by sand dunes [n -S]
	SANDYISH ADHINSSY somewhat sandy [adj]
	SARABAND AAABDNRS stately Spanish dance [n -S]
	SASANQUA AAANQSSU Japanese camellia [n -S]
	SASSWOOD ADOOSSSW African tree [n -S]
	SAVANNAH AAAHNNSV savanna (flat, treeless grassland) [n -S]
	SCABLAND AABCDLNS rocky land with little soil cover [n -S]
	SCAMPIES ACEIMPSS SCAMPI, large shrimp used in Italian cooking [n]
	SCARPING ACGINPRS SCARP, to cut or make into steep slope [v]
	SCIMETAR ACEIMRST scimitar (curved sword used by Arabs and Turks) [n -S]
	SCIMITAR ACIIMRST curved sword used by Arabs and Turks [n -S]
	SCIMITER CEIIMRST scimitar (curved sword used by Arabs and Turks) [n -S]
	SEABEACH AABCEEHS beach lying along sea [n -ES]
	SEABOARD AABDEORS seacoast (land bordering on sea) [n -S]
	SEACOAST AACEOSST land bordering on sea [n -S]
	SEADROME ADEEMORS airport in sea [n -S]
	SEAMOUNT AEMNOSTU undersea mountain [n -S]
	SEASHORE AEEHORSS land bordering on sea [n -S]
	SEAWATER AAEERSTW water from sea [n -S]
	SELAMLIK AEIKLLMS portion of Turkish house reserved for men [n -S]
	SEMILLON EILLMNOS white grape grown in France [n -S]
	SENARIUS AEINRSSU Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n -II]
	SENHORES EEHNORSS SENHOR, Portuguese or Brazilian gentleman [n]
	SENORITA AEINORST unmarried Spanish girl or woman [n -S]
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